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To demonstrate how “high-level” qualification test data can 
be used to estimate the ultimate seismic capacity of nuclear 
power plant equipment, we assessed in detail various 
electrical CcBnpOnents tested by the pacific Gas &Electric 
Company for its Diablo Canyon plant. As part of cur Phase I 
ccrmponent Fragility &search Program, we evaluated seismic 
fragility for five Diablo Canyon CcBnpOnents: medimvoltage 
(4W) switchgear; safequaxd relay board; emergency light 
bat- pack: potential transformer; and station battery and 
racks. This report discusses OUT Phase 11 fragility 
evaluation of a single westinghouse TypeW motor control 
center column, a fan cooler motor controller, and three local 
starters at the Diablo Canyon nuclear p e r  plant. These 
cOmpOnentS were seismically qualified by means of biaxial 
randam motion tests on a shaker table, and the test response 
spectra formed the basis for the estimate of the seismic 
capacity of the cmponents. The seismic capacity of each 
component is referenced to the z e m  period acceleration (ZPA) 
and, in our phase11 study only, to the average spectral 
acceleration (ASA) of the motion at its base. For the motor 
control center, the seismic capacity was compared to the 
capacity of a Westinghouse Five-Star MCC subjectd to actual 
fragility tests by LWL during the phase1 Cmponent 
F’ragility Research program, and to generic capacities 
developed by the Brookhaven National Laboratory for motor 
control centers. Except for the medium-voltage switchg-, 
a l l  of the cmponents considered in both our Phase1 and 
Phase11 evaluations w e r e  qualified in their standard 
ccrmmercial configurations or with only relatively minor modi- 
fications such as top bracing of cabinets. The results of 
our study suggest for the CcBnpOnents considered (1) a high 
degree of ccannonality exists with similar equipnent in plants 
located in regions of relatively law seismicity, and (2) that 
the equipsit in law-seismic-zone plants should have ultimate 
seismic capacities well above either current qualification 
requirements or new requirements that might cane about as a 
result of NRc resolving the Charleston earthquake issue. 
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i .  

1.1 BadWmmd 

Over the past decade methcds have been develop3 to assess pmbabil- 
istically hcw large earthquakes would affect nuclear paver plants, 
particularly the associated risk to public health and safety. 'Ihese 
probabilistic risk assessment (€%A) techniques mine %vent treeslt, 
w h i c h  describe the postulated accident scenarios (or llinitiating 
eventstt) capable of causing core melt, with "fault trees" describing 
the likelihood of equipment failures leading to a reduction in or loss 
of the ability of certain plant systens to perfonn their designated 
safety functions given that an initiating event occurs. A key element 
in the fault tree analysis is the 8tfragilitytt - or likelihood of 
failure - of various ccanponents urder postulated accident conditions. 

Application of probabilistic analysis techniques, both in NRC-sponsorai 
research such as the seismic safety Margins Research Program and in 
ccsmmercial PRA studies, has indicated that potential accidents 
initiated by large earthqmkes are one of the mjor cont r ih tors  to 
public risk. However, ccrmponent fragilities used in these analyses are 
for the most part based on limited data - primarily design information 
and results of component ttqualificationtf tests - and engineeriq 
judgement. The seismic design of ccgnponentS, in turn, is based on code 
limits and NRC requirements that do not reflect the actual capacity of 
a ccrrnponent to resist failure: therefore, the real  %eismic marginv8 
between design conditions and conditions actually causing failure may 
be quite large. 
not only highly uncertain but, in the view of many experts, are also 
m-erly pessimistic descriptions of the likelihood of failure for m y  
ccrmponents. 
equipment in non-nuclear industrial facilities that have experienced 
strong-motion earthquakes tends to support this view. H o w e v e r ,  this 
same experience has also indicated that although a component may itself 
perfom well h an earthquake, poor or inadequate support conditions 
may increase the likelihd of its afailurewg in a safety sense. This 
also holds true in certain cases for aging or enviromental effects, 
w h i c h  may require attention if an lfadequatelt description of fragility 
is to be achieved. 

These elements combine to produce fragilities that are 

The observed performance of rnecharu 'cal and electrical 

In order to impme the present cmponent fragility data base and 
establish ccrmponent seismic design margins, the NRC conmissioned a 
ccffnponent Fragilities Research Program (CFRP). 
in two phases. phase I qrised parallel efforts to (1) develop and 
demonstrate procedures for pe.rfombg component tests to obtain new 
fragilities data, (2) identify thruugh systematic grouping CcBnpOnents 
influencing plant safety and therefore candidate for indepenaent NRc 
testing, and (3) campile existing fragilities data obtained from 
various sources. Ixlring Phase I, the Lawrence Liverrrrore National 
Laboratory (m) p e r f o d  component testing and prioritization [I, 21, 
while the existing fragilities data base was annpiled and evaluated by 
the Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) . 

The CFRP was conducted 
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The CFRP supports the need for realistic inputs for probabilistic risk 
assessments and margin studies. 
hypothesis that electrical and mecham 'cdl CcBnpOnents have greater 
seismic capcity than is presently assumed in seismic risk assessments, 
and, as a consequence, that the significance of the earthquake threat 
might be diminished in licensing decision-making. In particular, the 
CFRP still result in the following: 

This research seeks to test the 

0 mre redlistic inputs for PF2A applications. Inprove3 descriptions 
of cmponent fragility, based on actual failure data, will reduce 
the uncertainty inherent in subjective fragilities drawn from 
design information and results of equipmnt qualification testing. 

0 better understanding of cumponent failure modes, of how various 
individual factors affect failure, and of the real tEmargintt 
between design or qualification requiremats and conditions that 
might actually cause failure. 

0 guidance for development of seismic review procedures for existing 
plants, for interpretation of existing qualification or fragility 
data, and for specification of test proaedures of equipent for 
which in-depth testing to tIfailurett is warranted. 

mese results will cambine to improve our ability to more realistically 
assess seismic risk while at the same time contributing to elimination 
of unnecessary licensing delays to respond to seismic issues. 

1.2 The Charleston Issue 

one near-tenn issue facing the NRC in particular and the nuclear indus- 
try as a whole is that of potential revisions in the seismic design 
bases for older plants. 
United States were either not subjected to the in-depth seismic design 
typical of mre modern plants, or w e r e  designed for relatively low 
levels of safe shutdown earthquake (SSE). This practice reflected the 
long-held view that the eastern United States (i.e. east of the Rocky 
Mountah) was historically an area of generally low seismicity with 
only a few isolated records of larqe earthquakes. However, recent 
studies have suggested that the seismology of the region is such that 
the effects of large earthquakes - such as those near Charleston, 
South Carolina in 1889 and New Madrid, Missouri in 1811-12 -- mild 
affect much wider geographic areas than originally believed. The 
results of these studies therefore present NRC with the problem of 
resolving what constitute ttmre appropriatett design basis earthquakes 
for plants in this region. 

Most older plants located in the eastern 

Resolution of the tt&arleston issuett brings with it the prospect of SSE 
levels significantly higher than the original design bases for plants 
in the affected.region. Reevaluation of certain plants for these 
higher SSE levels d d  result in certain design allawables being 
exceeded, potentially jeopardizing the continued operation of these 
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plants. However ,  exceedance of design allambles does not necessarily 
compromise plant safety, if it can be Shawn that sufficient %=semett 
capacity is available to absorb increases in postulated seismic loads. 
At least three potential options e x i s t  for this psupose: 

demonstrate eau '-t t t - ~ . "  'cal atd electrical 
equipment related to plant safety is typically tQualifiedtf to 
demonstrate its ability to function as interded during a site- 
specific SSE. 
actual failure is not typically measured as a part of qualifica- 
tion testing; most experts con-, huwever, that many equipnent 
items have sufficiently high seismic capcity - vtinherent 
ruggedness1t - that they would function adequately even during or 
after input motions well in excess of qualification requirements. 

The %eidc marginv1 between design level and 

mnstrating that this ruggedness exists, either through actual 
failure tests or by alternate means, therefore represents one 
potential response to a revision in SSE levels. 
tions are actively pursuhg this option. 

Institute (EPFU), for example, is currently applying 
existing qualification data to develop Ilgeneric equipment rugged- 
ness spectrat1 (or %EFW) for certain items of plant equipment. 
wether with EPRI, the Seismic Qualification Utility Group (SQUG) 
is campiling infonnation on the performance of heavy industrial 
facilities (which contain many equiprent items typically found in 
nuclear p e r  plants) during actual strong-motion earthquakes. 

Many oryaniza- 
The Electric mer 

o m  ttless conservative11 resrx, nse analVseS . (2) perf Equipment in many 
older plants may have high seismic margins awing to relatively 
conservative response analyses be- used in plant design (e.g., 
to predict equiprent input motions). 
degree of conservatism, hluding (1) the specific analytic 
methods used to predict component response (e.g., two- vs three- 
dimensional finite-element analysis, time-history vs response 
specrtrum analysis, coupled vs uncoupled analysis), either singly 
or in canbination, (2) input data such as damping values, and 
(3) application of safety factors to calculated results to 
I l ~ "  consenmtism. Just what Constitutes a lkonservativelt 
analysis is subject to interpretation, but in general the less 
sophisticated an analysis is, the mre conservative it tends to 
be. 

m y  factors can affect the 

If a design is done by analysis, the apparent m a q h  is influenced 
by the particular analytic method used. A lkonsenmtivell method 
of analysis may result in an artificially low margin. Taking 
advantage of more refined, i.e. Itless consewativett, analysis 
techniques to evaluate an older plant thus represents a possible 
means of more realistically predicting (i.e. reducing) responses 
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toincreased seismic loads in order to meet revised regulatory 
criteria. 

1Y revised NRC reauirements . Recentorpendjngchanges in~~~ 
regulations affe&hg postulated design loads allw or would allm 
relaxations such as decoupling SSE and certain loss-of-coolant 
accident (rrXa) loads, elimination of dynamic effects (pipe whip, 
jet impingement, hydroaynarm 'c loads) associated with certain pipe 
breaks, and use of alternative descriptions of damping. Plants 
originally designed for loads or load canbhtions affected by the 
regulatory actions might benefit in that these loads or load 
canbinations would no longer need to be considered in a 
mevaluation for im=reased seismic loads, or would be reduced 
through use of alternative (i.e. more realistic) input criteria 
for calculating loads. 

(3) 

The investigation discussed 
first of these options, namely equipment ruggedness. 
to keep in mind, hawever, that future responses to more stringent 
seismic design criteria may be able to take credit for all three to one 
extent or another. 
must take the other two factors into account in order to assure it is 
conducted on a reasonable basis. 

this report concerns itself with the 
It is important 

consequently, any assessment of seismic capacity 

1.3 scape of the Present Evaluation 

AS part of our &ase I cmponent prioritization effort, we assessed in 
detail five cmponents tested by the Pacific Gas & Electric Company 
(FG&E) for its Diablo Canyon nuclear p e r  plant: medium-voltage (4kV) 
switchgear; safeguard relay board; emergency light battery pack; 
potential tfansformer; and station battery and racks. The results of 
our phase I evaluation indica- that these ccnnponents, even in their 
standard ccmmemidl configurations or with relatively minor structural 
modifications, would rate as "high capacity" according the guidelines 
established during our Phase I component prioritization effort [2 ]  , 
i.e. the median seismic capacity of ea& exceeds 2.w based on local 
ZPA at the ccrmponent base. The objective of our Phase I1 evaluation 
was to extend the assessment to three additional Diablo Canyon c0111po- 
nents: a single Westinghouse Type W motor control center column, a 
reactor containment fan cooler motor controller, and three local 
starters. We selected these particular ccnnponents not only for their 
safety significance, but also because they represent different appli- 
cations and mounting configurations of naminally similar electrical 
devices, i.e. contact-operated motor starters. 

mted in southern California, the Diablo Canyon plant was originally 
designed for a 0.4g FGA safe shutdown earthquake. 
was later increased to 0.7% PGA following discovery of a previously 
undetected offshore fault zone (the llHosgrill fault) passing within a 
few miles of the plant site. 
and its consultants demonstrated that, with 
ment required to shut dawn and maintain the plant in a safe condition 

The design basis SSE 

An extensive evaluation performed by PG&E 
modifications, equip- 
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would be available folluwing the postulated Ho6gri earthqlliike [3]. 
in o m  Fhase I evaluation, the fragility evaluation described in this 
report is based on the Wigh levelv1 qualification data genemted as 
part of the €G&E study. 

As 

The FG&E data is of interest for @llow l e v e l 1 1  sites east of the Rocky 
Mountains because the Hosgri i n p t  nutions alm& certainly baurd any 
llreasonablell increase in SSE levels resulting froan resolution of the 
Charleston issue. 
(Ilfragility levelvv) data for assessing ultimate seismic capacity, the 
high-level qualification can be useful in the folluwing ways: 

Althmgh less definitive than actual failure 

if equipmat camonality can be Shawn between high- and low-level 
plant sites - for example, thruugh use of starihd camxcial 
CcRnpOnents - the fragilities derived froan vvhigh-levelvv data might 
bedirectl y applicable to equipmnt qualified for lower earthquake 
levels. The degree of cammnality wculd, of course, d@ in 
large part on the extent to w h i c h  the tested equiPment had been 
modified to meet the more stringent seismic qualification require- 
ment. Evaluation of high-level data is most useful for confirming 
I1high1I seismic capacity, less so when a more definitive fragility 
description is desired (e.g. for luw-capacity cmpomb) . 
if the tested equipment had been modified to meet qualification 
requirements, the test experience might suggest similar modifi- 
cations that could be made to increaSe the seismic capacity of 
like ccarponents. These results could also provide guidance for 
development of seismic review (t'walldownvv) procedures for in-situ 
inspection of plant equipment. 

if comwnality cannot be established, the vvhigh-levelll testing 
experience would suggest conditions for rigorous test- of the 
CCRLIponent in question. 

It is important to note that we do not view evaluation of qualification 
data as a substitute for testing if t r u l y  definitive fragility descrip- 
tions are desired. 
systematic (i.e. parametric) investigations of factors that potentially 
affect seismic performance - mounting conditions, for example. 
Ysensitivity studiestl during such tests usually arise out of necessity 
as equipnent is modified to meet qualification requirements. As a 
result, often only minimal detailed infomation is available for 
estimathg the uncertainty parameters needed to develop a complete 
fragility description. 

However, in cases where vlthresholdvt fragilities might be adequate for 
making regulatory decisions - those involving I t h i g h  capacity1I campon- 
en&, for example - use of high-level qualification data may prwide 
reasonable estimates of seismic capacity. 

Typically, qualification tests do not include 

Any 
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1.4 Definition of cam0 nent Fraql * l ity 

ttFYagilityll is a term commonly used to describe the conditions under 
which a CCBnponent (or, in general, a stxucture, a piping system, or 
piece of equilJment) would be eqected to fail. In this report we are 
com=emed with seismic fragility, in other words, what levels of 
seismically-induced input motion would be required to cause ccarrponent 
failure; it is inportant to keep in mind, however, that fragility can 
in principle be defined for any input condition affecting caponent 
performance. Failure can be characterized as either functional (e.g., 
erratic behavior, failure to perform intended function) or physical, or 
as the ex- of sume predetennined performance criteria (such as a 
limit given in a design code). 

one interpretation of ccqonent fragility - which we will refer to as 
the Itfragility leveltt - evolves frum qualification testing. 
seismic qualification testing, a cclnponent is subjected to input motion 
characterized by a specified waveform describing input level (seismic 
acceleration) as a function of frequency. The component is ttqualifiedlt 
if it continues to perform its intended function when its response to 
this input motion - the Ittest response spectrum,tt or TRS - meets or 
exceeds pre-determined acceptance limits (the Vequired response 
spectrum,tf or m) . 
measwed at the ccanponent support points. 

~n 

III qualification testing, the TRS is usually 

Although it may establish the adequacy of a camponent for a particular 
seismic environment, a successful qualification test does not directly 
pruvide data on what input motion levels actually result in CCrlTlponent 
failure. 
input spectrum and then increasing the input level until ttfaihrelt 
(however it is defined) occurs. The TRS at failure represents the 
Itfragility leveltt of the W n e n t ;  the difference between the 
fragility level and the qualification level thus represents the seismic 
margin or ttruggednesslt of the ccarponent. 

This can be (and often is) done by retaining the original 

FYagility is described differently when used for PRA purposes or for 
other types of probabilistic analysis. 
a ccanponent represents the probability of its failure - or more 
rigomusly speaking, the probability of attaining a defined Itlimit 
statett - conditioned upon the occurrence of same level of forcing or 
response function. It may be expressed in terms of a local response 
parameter (for example, input motion at the ccanponent mounting loca- 
tion) or can be tied to a more global forcing function such as free 
field peak ground acceleration (FGA) . Note however that when fragility 
is anchored to a forcing function, the further removed the CCBnponent is 
fram that forcing function, the more factors there are (such as struc- 
tural response and soil-s~cture interaction) that m t  be considered 
in the fragility description. 

III this case, the fragility of 

The probability of failure is typically described by a family of 
"fragility curvesIt plotted at various levels of statistical confidence 
(see Fig. 1.1) . The cmtral, or tlmediantt function represents the 
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fragility analyst's best estimate of the %.rue1' fragility of the 
CCBnponent taking into account all significant factors which, in the 
analyst's judgement, might contribute to failure. 
(50% probability of failure) on this a w e  represents the l%edian 
capacityll of the CCBnponent. The fragility function is a distribution 
characterized by a log-normal function with this median value and a 
logarithmic standard deviation P, which describes the l'randcant varia- 
tion in the paramte.rs affecting fmgility. 
seismic fragility, for example, this parameter might represent the 
differences in real earthquake ground mtion ccanpared to the input 
mtion that a CcBClponent is subject& to in qualification or fragilities 

!the 5% function and 95% function in Fig. 1.1 represent the '9nodeling 
uncertaintyu1 in the median fragility function. 
also be referred to as 5th- an3 95th-pe.rcentile confidence limits, are 
based on the assumption that there is uncertainty in the median 
capacity; this uncertainty is characterized by a logarithmic standard 
deviation p . 
is a 95% djective prabability (Vonfidence") that actual capacity is 
less than the median value indicated for the 95% fragility function. 
Mcdeling uncertainty, often described as I'lack of knowledge" about the 
wnponent in question, reflects the adequacy (or inadequacy) of 
information - CCBllponent damping values, for example -- used by the 
fragility analyst to form his judgements about amponent capacity. 
Thus, modeling uncertainty in fragility descriptions has a subjective 
rather than a VandonP basis as is true in the statistical sense. 

The central point 

In a description of 

testing. 

mese bounds, w h i c h  may 

Simply stated, a 95% confidence limit implies that there 

For any given ccarrponent, enpirically developing a statistically 
meaningful seismic fragility would require that a large population of 
identical cmponents (e.g., several hundred or several t h m )  be 
subjected to successively higher levels of acceleration and the dis- 
tribution of failures (however lIfailurell is defined) be recorded as a 
function of acceleration level. Practical constraints on time and - clearly make this infeasible for a single component under 
well-defined load conditions, let alone for the effectively infinite 
wmbinations and penrmtations of cconponent type, mufacturer, mount- 
ing, and loading conditions that could be identified for actual nuclear 
power plants. 
experimentally gain an insight into fragility. 

merefore, an alternative appwach is necessary to 

Our to fragilities testing takes advantage of the fact that 
for practical pRA applications, a limited or lllower boundlf fragility 
description may be adequate. 
occurs only when the probability distributions of response and fragil- 
ity overlap; therefore, only the lower tail end of the fragility curve 
may be of interest f m  a PRA standpoint. 
seismic capacity (high the averlap of the respollse and 
fragility distributions wuld conceivably be so smll m3er all cred- 
ible loading conditions as to imply that the probability of failure is 
negligibly 1m. 

In a probabilistic analysis, failure 

For cclmponents having a high 
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one method of developing a I l l o w e r  bound" fragil i ty is to estimate the 
socalled WCLPFtt (agh confidence, -Ipw -prabability of Failure) 
capacity for the ccrmponent. ?he HCLPF capacity considers both the 
randaan and modeling uncertainty in the median capacity, and is defined 
as that value of the forcing or response function (such as seismic 
acceleration) for which we have "95% confidenceIt that  the prabability 
of "failure8@ is less than 5 percent. 
CCBnponent is defined by a peak acceleration w i t h  value A, the c o r n  
spending HCLPF capacity (i.e. HCLPF acceleration) is obtained froan 
the follawing numerical relationship: 

If the median capacity of a 

where pr and /3 represent the,,randm and modeling uncertainties, respec- 
tively. ?he &an capacity A can be determined by component tests, 
either to actual failure or to sam threshold or %ut-off" l i m i t .  The 
cut-off might be applied, for example, in  testing certain CcBnpOnents 
whose actual median capacities were significantly above any response 
levels of regulatory interest. 

The HCLPF capacity provides a practical means of addressing variations 
that inevitably arise between actual plant conditions and test condi- 
ions, variations that might otherwise be difficult to parametrically 
quantify by testing alone. 
&laws for variations in  mal earthquake mtion ampared t o  test Lpu t  
motion, variations i n  building floor response, or (e.g., for cabinet- 
mounted e l e i c a l  devices) randcnn variations in  cabinet response. The 
modeling uncertainty p 
values, or  in  coqonent mxlntjng conditions, o r  in the response of f~m=- 
tionally similar ccaponents of different s i z e  or  supplied by different 
manufacturers. 
structuring test conditions in  the form of %ensitivity studiesfl to 
hestigatjng the effect of various parameters on the measured median 
capacity of the device tested. 
m.r phase I demonstration tests. 

For example, the randm uncertainty P 

can account for variations in  real damping 

These uncertainties can be quantified by systematically 

This was the basic approach taken in 

'Ihe HCLPF approach has the added advantage that, in the absence of 
cmplete fragil i ty data, a I l l o w e r  bound1t fragil i ty can still be defined 
for a seismically qualified cmponent by assuming its qualification 
level also represents its HCLPF capacity. Engineering judgement can 
then be applied to estimate the uncertainty parameters and thus make 
inferences about the median capacity. 

N o t e  that because the HCLPF capacity by definition presumes a five 
percent probability of failure, while tQualificationll implies no 
failure, it tends to be a conservative measure of seismic perfoxmince 
when so derived. 
cation levels are law, as would be the case for many plants in the 
eastern United States. 
qualification data - from plants in  the western United States, for 

It may in fact be overly consewative i f  qualifi- 

H a e v e r ,  HCLPF capacities based on "high levelll 
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example - can pruvide useful 1- boutd fragilities for plants having 
relatively low design basis earthquakes. The €has= I Prioritiza- 
tion Report [2] first described haw we used this approach to infer the 
actual capacity of selected electrical eq'uipwnt at the Diablo Canyon 
nuclear power plant in scolthern California. ' Ihis same approach was 
also applied in our phase I1 evaluation of additional Diablo Canyon 
electrical ccanponents. 

In itself, the HCLPF capacity is a useful param?* on which to base 
regulatory decisions concernhg seismic performme. 
care must be exercised in selecting ttreasonablelt values of p and /3 
when using a HcLeF capacity derived fram qualification data ?% infek! 
the actual capacity or "fragility level" of a component. 
for this are two-fold: 

However, extreme 

The reasons 

0 as shown in Fig. 1.2, the slope of the fragility curve becoanes 
more shallow as randm 

P I  the inferred fragility level) also bxeases with increasing 
Adom um=ertainty. 

As shown in Fig. 1.3, h m e r ,  if the fragility level of the 
component is known (e.g., frum actual failure tests), then the 
HCLPF capacity derived f m  the median capacity decreases with 
increasing randm uncertainty. 

0 similarly, asmcdelinglma=bmQ ' (4) increases, the offset 
be- the 5% fragility function and the 50% function also 
increases, implying an increase in the inferred fragility level. 
If, on the other hand, the fragility level is known, an inrrease 
in mdeling Um=ertainty drives the HCLPF capacity towards lower 
(i.e. more conservative) values. 

These figures illustrate hcw a t%uttan-uptt assessment of seismic capac- 
ity (i.e. inferred from HCLPF capacity) can imply that fragility level 
haeases with uncertainty, which is clearly non-conservative. 
fragility analyst mst  therefore exercise extseme care when selecting 
the uncertainty parameters used to infer the ultimate capacity, or 
'!fragility level'', of a amponent. unforturaately, the information 
necessary to select these parametes may not be available frcan existing 
data, or may be difficult to assess consistentl y if attempts are made 
to consolidate data frwn several diverse sources. ?he less definitive 
the data on HCLPFderived fragility descriptions are based, the higher 
their degree of inherent uncertainty. 

The 

For certain high-capacity components, this Uncertainty may be tolerable 
if only a !%we.r baurrdtt fragility - a HCLHF capacity alone, for exam- 
ple, or a 5% fragility function - is adequate for regulatory decision- 
making or for pRA applications. 'Ibis m y  mly, for example, to high- 
capacity CcBnpOnents at plant sites with relatively low SSE 
(e.g., in the eastern U.S.), pruvided that (1) the ''high capacityll 
rating of these ccanponents can be substantiated, and (2) camrnonality in 
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configuration and mounting conditions can be established between the in- 
plant CcRnpOnents in question and those for which I t h i g h  leveltt data is 
available. 

In general, however, high inherent uncertainty suggests that a Ittop- 
dawntt assessment -- estimating HCLPF capacities f m  measwed fragility 
levels -- is still preferable for assessing seismic p e r f o m .  This 
is particularly true when a detailed fragility function, rather than a 
ttthresholdll fragility description, is necessary for luw-capacity equip- 
m t .  
best-suited for this purpose whm structured to systematically hesti- 
gate how individual factors affect seismic performance. 
understanding aids not only in developing fragility descriptions 
directly frcnn the failure data, but also in interpreting and applying 
data compiled f m  other sources. 

parametric ttsensitivitytt tests, men on a limited Scale, are 

The resultant 

1.5 Technical Basis for the Present Muat ion  

As in our earlier Phase I evaluation of the Diablo Canyon @pent 
tested during the Hosgri requalification program, seismic fragility 
curves were derived f m  our subjective judgement based on the dynamic 
test data available to us. 
associated with a laqe uncertainty because there is no information on 
the response of equiprnent subjected to levels of test motion above that 
required for qualification purposes. 
for the equipment considered in this report reflect the following basic 
assumptions: 

subjective ju&p.ment is necessarily 

The fragility results developed 

For the purpose of establishirrg the fragility, the local seismic 
motion of the equipment is adequately characterized by the zero 
period acceleration at its base. 
horizontal as well as vertical motion, and allows us to simply 
express seismic fragility as the probability of failure for any 
given level of ZPA at the equipment base. 

This assumption is made for 

The minimum seismic capability, now expressed by the base motion 
ZPA experienced during qualification testing, is that associated 
with a 5% probability of failure at a 95% confidence limit. 
assurrp3tion follows the definition of HCLPF fragility discus& 
earlier. 

This 

The probability distribution of the fragility is lcg-noma1 with 
modeling uncertainty p = 0.18 and random Um=ertaintyp = 0.09. 
The -ion of a lokj-noma~. distribution reflects &n prac- 
tice in fragility analysis, although it is recognized that other 
types of distributions may be equally valid. 

The values of model uncertainty and random uncertainty assumed in the 
evaluation represent a key factor because, in the end, these determine 
how the HCLPF capacity (which is based on actual qualification data) is 
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extrapolated to infer a median seismic capacity. 
p, given above were selected based on the following observations: 

  he values of pu and 

The use of the local ZPA at the component base as the parameter 
for the fragility description imurs much smaller variability than 
does the use of either the peak ground acceleration (FGA), w h i c h  
is COBnmonly used in probabilistic risk assessment, or the local 
spedsal response acceleration at the ccnnponent base. 
as the fragility parameter, such as that in Ref. 4,  must account 
for the variability in the ground mtion and structure dynamic 
amplification at the component location in addition to the 
variability in the leal ZPA. 
response acceleration as the fragility parameter, such as was done 
by the seismic Margins Research Program (SEN€@) for electrical 
cmpnents whose fragilities were derived frmn the S@EUARD test 
data froan the U.S. Corps of Engineers [ 4 ] ,  one llIust account for 
variability in the spectral damping and the shape of the spectnrm 
versus the natural frequencies of the component, w h i c h  always 
exceeds the variability in the local base ZPA. 

U s e  of 

When using the local 

The evaluation described in this report is limited to specific 
equipment items which have either been seismically strengthened 
or, through qualification testing, have been sham to be highly 
resistant to seismically-induced failure in their standard 
camnaercial configurations. 
attempt to predict generic fragilities for broad classes of 
electrid components; such generic fragilities by nature have 
larger variability than those based on specific data for specific 
ccrmponents. 

References 4 and 5, however, both 

The ratio of p topr in Refs. 4 and 5 typically ranges froan 1.5 
to 2.0. 
on cxv review of the qualification test data. 

we seYected the u p p r  enii of this range (i.e. 2.0) based 

In Refs. 4 and 5 the value of flu typically ranges frcnn 0.35 to 0.50. 
Based on the above abservations, we judge the mOaeling uncertainty 
p - 0.18 to be consistent w i t h  that assumed in Refs. 4 and 5, which 
&-a different parameter for the fragility description. 
we are inferring median seismic capacities through extrapolation of 
lMxirmrm test qualification acceleration data. The extrapolation was 
done with conservatism in mind because the seismically qualified 
equipnent already exhibits a high seismic capability (as necessitated 
by plant design), for which purpose a smaller variability will be 
consistent. 

In addition, 

EX- where noted otherwise, the same values of p 
for all of the ccrmponents considered in this evaldtion. 

and Pr were used 

In our Rrase I1 evaluation only, we also used another fragility descrip- 
tor, the average spectrdl acaeleration (or l%SA1l), dwelaped by the 
Brookhaven National Laboratory as part of its study of generic seismic 
fragilities for nuclear p e r  plant electrical cmponents [6].  The 
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ASA, defined as the average qectral acceleration of the applicable 
2% damping response spectrum for the frequency range f m  4 to 16 HZ, 
is an attempt to use a single parameter to account for the fact that, 
at least for relatively llflexibletl components, spectral acceleration is 
a more apprapriate parameter on which to base a fragility description. 
consistent with the assumptions we applied to the estimate of the HCLPF 
ZPA, the HCLPF ASA was established from the "PS repmting the 
mininnrm seismic capability. Because the "PS in the qualification tests 
was associated with a 3% damping, the ASA derived fmm this W was 
im=reased by 1.2 (as suggested by BNL) to account for the aQustment 
between 3% and 2% damping spectra. m e  median ASA capacity S was then 
derived from the HCLPF ASA capacity by assumhg the same variabilities 
as those for the ZPA capacity, usuallypr = 0.09 and pu = 0.18. 
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Fig. 1.1 Typical curve set representing c m p n e n t  fragility. 
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- 
Increasing bR 

Acceleration 

Fig. 1.2 Typical 95% fragil i ty function shaving haw increasirq randam 
uncertainty affects median capacity derived fmn a HcLeF 
value. For constant p,, the inferred fragility level of the 
cmponent (i.e. median capacity of the 50% function) would be 
similarly affected. 
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Acceleration 

Fig. 1.3 Typical 95% fragility function showing haw increasing randam 
uncertainty affects HCLPF value derived frcnn a constant 
median capacity. 
same for HCLPF values derived f& a constant cclmponent 
fragility level. 

For constant p , the effect would be the 
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2.1 DescriDticm of Eml 'Dment 

The 480VAC motor conbl center is a Westinghouse Type W hausing the 
following typical devices: Starters, breakers, relays, transformess, 
and indicating lights. A typical plant installation (%..ne upll) 

annprises several (usually two to eight) vertical columns bolted 
together side-by-side. Each column caqrises modular dts 
(also called %ucJcetd1 or IIUnit wrapper~~l) housing cabination motor 
controllers or feeder breakers. 
zontally between columns ard vertically betweep draw-out units. 

Electrical bussing is provided hori- 

Each cabination motor controller consists of a mold&- magnetic- 
only circuit breaker, contactor and uv-t relay. 
are simply molded-case thd-magnetic circuit breakers. Each column 
is typically about 201%?0'~ in plan by about 90 inch- tall, and weighs 
about 500 pounds (mf. 7 ) .  

Feeder breakers 

The structurdl framework for each column is typically made of formed 
steel channels. The sub-frames for the front and rear of each struc- 
ture are welded. These sub-frames are then bolted to the longitudinal 
members to foxm the complete frame which is rigid and selfsupporting. 
Side, back and roof sheets are mounted with s c r e w  fasteners for quick 
and easy removal when desired. All doors are typically 14-gauge steel 
with a 1/2-inch flange to pmvide a secure enclosure for all openings. 
Doors mounted on removable pin hinges are typically pravided on all 
unit ccrmpartments, vertical wireways, top horizontal wireways, and 
bottom horizontal wireways. 
unit space. 
isolation between adjacent Units and wireways. 
integral part of this pan and pravide precise alignment of the Unit 
stabs on the vertical bus. 

The unit pan f o m  the top barrier of each 
In conjunction with the draw-out Unit this provides 

The guide rails are an 

2.2 Safety Function 

The MCC nust provide p e r  on demand for engineered safety features 
equipent. The major loads are electric motor operated and ventilation 
fans. In order to accomplish this function feeder breakers must remain 
closed, contactors must close on demand and remain closed, and overload 
relays nust not spuriously operate to interrupt p e r  inadvertently. 
In the event of an earthquake the MCC nust be capable of performing the 
prescribed safety functions during and after the earthquake. 

2.3 Seismic Failure Modes 

According to the dynamic test qualification data, structural failure is 
not the prevailing mode of failure of the MCC during seismic events so 
long as the MCC is properly anchored at the base with bolts and, in 
particular, braced at the top in the front-to-back (F-B) direction. 
Note that because the cabinets in a typical line-up are bolted to each 
other in the side-to-side (S-S) direction, an MCC is by nature stiffer 
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and more stable in the S-S direction of the lineup; consequently, tap 
bracing in this direction does not materially enham=e the structural 
capability of the MCC. We therefore rank the vulnerability of the MCC 
to seismic events in the following descmdmg ' order: 

Functional failure\\,due to chattering of relay contacts, especially 
for those which are normally closed (NC) and in the de-energized 
state. 

Functional failure due to chattering of relay contacts reflllting 
froan excessive F-B mavcrnentS of the draw-out uni t s  in the 
canmemid Tvpe W motor control center. l i s  potential 
failure mde was identified during the dynamic qualification tests 
of the Diablo Canyon MCC, and the probability of its occ=urrem=e 
was minimized by installing additional F-B seismic holddcrwns (also 
referred to as %eismic clipstt) at both sides of every draw-out 
unit. 
discussing the modification of the MCC for the purpose of seismic 
qualification. 

Details of the seismic clips will be described later when 

Structural failure of the base anchor due to F-B motion of the 
cabinet. Failure of the base anchor due to S-S motion is much 
less likely because of the typical line-up installation of the 
multiple cabinets in the MCC in actual applications. 
of Diablo Canyon, the likelihood of such structural failure of the 
base anchors is greatly minhnized by top-bracing the end columns 
of each MCC line-up in the F-B direction. 

Modifications to Improve seismic ~erfoxmance 

In the case 

As previously mtioned during the discussion of the seismic failure 
modes, one major structural modification to the MCC is to install a 
seismic bracket to both sides of each draw-out unit. 
prevents the excessive F-B mements of the draw-out units that at 
first caused chattering of the NC relay contacts even during the Om- 
level dymdc tests. As shown in Fig. 2.1, the modification consists 
of a bracket installed at the front corner of the draw-out unit and 
tied to the rear corner steel channel of the column frame by an angle 
fastening rod (Ref. 7). This modification w a s  applied to eveq Mcc 
draw-out Unit in the Diablo Canyon plant. 

The Tnodification 

TO further enhance seismic per fomce ,  the colums at both ends of 
each MCC l b u p  in the plant have been top-braced in the F-B direc- 
tion. A steel channel running in the S-S direction has been welded to 
the tops of d l  columns within a line-up so that all columns between 
the two end ones also benefit fmm the top bracing installed at the end 
cabinets. Such bracing of the MCC at the top greatly increases its 
structural rigidity for seismic vibrations in the F-B direction. 
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2.5 @ d C  oual ification 

The seismic qualification of the 
typical column to a series of biaxial randaan motion dynamic tests on a 
shake table. 
specified at the base of the Mcc, frcan the OBE to the SSE levels. 
Figure 2.2 shm the test setup for the single vertical column under 
consideration. 
steel plate which was in turn welded to the tap of the test table. 
top of the column was bolted to the tap of a rigid steel bracing f m  
at both sides of the cabinet. 'Ibis bracing suI=lport at the top of the 
column simulated not only the F-B bmcing at the top of the MCC line-up 
in the plant, but also the S-S struchual v r t  froan the neighbring 
cabinets that wuuld be present in a typical l b u p  of the MCC in the 
plant. A pair of horizontal and vertical accelerometers was mounted on 
the shake table to monitor the input test motions. Anather pair of 
accelerometers was mounted on the front face of one of the draw-out 
units located at a height of abaut one-thkl the total column height 
fraan the base as sham in Fig. 2.2. The purpose of these two accel- 
erometers was to monitor the response of the draw-out unit, which we 
denote as the %ucket responsett. 

was acccanplished by subjecting one 

Randm motions simulated the required response spec tmm 

The base of the structural frame was bolted to a 1-in& 
The 

Figures 2.3(a), 2.4 and 2.5 are photogmphs of the actual setup for the 
F-B and vertical (X-Y) tests, the S-S and vertical (Z-Y) tests, and the 
mounting of the bucket response accelerometers on the front face of the 
Size 5 controller. 
starter controller was lllDunted on the same test table and tested 
comwcrently with the MCC for the of convenience in qualifying the 
fan cooler starter controller (see Figs. 2.3(a) and 2.4). It was later 
m e d  when the MCC was retested after addition of the seismic clips 
to the draw-out units. The averall test program proceeded as described 
in the following mb-sections. 

wing the initial tests of the MCC, a fan cooler 

2.5.1 Initial TeStS 

minq the initial dynamic tests, one each of NEMA Sizes 2, 3, 4 and 5 
starters and two 100-amp feeder breakers were mounted in the column. 
No structural modification was applied t0 the column, in other words, 
the MCC column was initially tested in its standard ccamnescial config- 
uration. 
tests simulating the The 
accelerwmeters mnitoring the MCC bucket responses w e r e  mounted on the 
Size 5 starter. Test runs in the F-B and vertical (X-Y) axes wem 
first made, in the followiq order: 

* 

The column was subjected to a series of biaxial rarrdcan motion 
and SSE levels of required base motions. 

(1) Three OBE runs with the devices de-energized, and then two more 
OBE runs with the devices mized. 

* National Electrical lhnufacturers Association 
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(2) Four SSE runs with the devices energized. 
runs, haever, the test table mation was only about the OBE level 
and did not reach the full SSE level. 

In the first two SSE 

(3) One SSE run with the devices de-energized. 

(4) One additional OBE run with the devices de-energized. 

(5) One additional SSE run with the devices de-energized. 

The S-S and vertical (Z-Y) direction runs were then conducted, in the 
follawing order: 

(1) Three OBE runs with the devices de-energized, and then two Om 
runs with the devices energized. 

(2) Two SSE runs with the devices eneqized, and one SSE run with the 
devices de-energized. 

The average ZPA of the test table was about l.2g and 0.8g for the 
horizontal and vertical directions, respectively, for the OBE runs. 
The corresponding ZPA of the test table was about 1.7g and 1.1s for the 
SSE runs. Figure 2.6 shuws the 3% danping TEts (Test Response spectrum) 
and the 3% danping bucket response spectrum at the Size 5 starter in 
the F-B (X-) direction during the sixth X-Y axis run at the SSE level. 
Figure 2.7 shuws the corresponding spectrum caparison for the 3% damp- 
ing vertical spectra during the same X-Y direction SSE run. Similarly, 
Figs. 2.8 to 2.9 show the Spectrum ccanparison for the third SSE level 
run in the S-S and vertical (Z-Y) directions. Figures 2.6 to 2.9 shaw 
that the first mode horizontal frequency of the bucket containing the 
Size 5 starter was about 12 Hz and 9 Hz, respectively, for vibration in 
the F-B (X-) and S-S (Z-) axes, and the first vertical mode frequency 
was substantially higher than 30 Hz. The fundamentdl mode frequencies 
so identified f m  the SSE level test response spectra were consistent 
with those identified from the law level resonance search tests in 
w h i c h  the test table ZPA was 0.2g. ?his observation suggests that the 
dynamic response characteristics of the 
linear for test table ZPAs ranging from the law 0.2g t0 the SSE level. 

buckets are essentially 

No relay chatter was obsesved for all the S-S and vertical (Z-Y) axes 
tests, at both the OBE and SSE levels. 
vertical (X-Y) axes, haever, excessive F-B movements of the draw-out 
units were observed. 

ming tests in the F-B and 

One NC contact in the Size 4 contmller chattered during the fifth SSE 
test with the devices de-energized. 
controller chattered during the third and fourth SSE runs while the 
devices w e r e  energized, and again during the sixth SSE run when the 
devices 
controller &atte.r& whenever the devices were de-energized, during 
both the OBE and SSE level tests. 

Another NC contact in the Size 2 

de-energized. In addition, a NC contactor on the Size 5 

Because all Starters have horizon- 
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tally operating armatures it was believed that the relay chattering 
during the X-Y tests was cause3 by the excessive F-B muvements of the 
draw-out units and that the seismic perfonnance of the relays could be 
somehuw hpruved with the installation of seismic clips to both sides 
of each draw-aut unit. In addition, it was detennhed that a defective 
spring in the Size 5 starter was the cause for the excessive chttering 
of the de-energized relay contacts during both the OEE and SSE levels 
of test and it shauld be replaced [3,8]. 

2.5.2 Retests A f t e r  8- Bbdification 

After the seismic clips were installed to imprwe the rigidity of the 
draw-out units and the defective spring in the Size 5 starter was 
replaced, the Mm was tested again with the same devices and test setup 
as shown in Fig. 2.3 (b) . The fan cooler mtor controller, which was 
co-tly tested with the MCC during the initial %ts, was now 
removed. % sequence in the initial tests was essentially repeated 
here, and the same test table ZPA's as those used in the initial tests 
for both the OEE and SSE levels were also duplicated in the retests. 
For runs in the F-B and vertical (X-Y) axes the order was as follows: 

(1) Three OEE runs and one SSE run with the devices de-energized. 

(2) TWO OEE and two SSE runs with the devices energized. 

The runs in the S-S and vertical (Z-Y) axes were then cor~~I~cted as 
folluws: 

(1) Three OEE runs with devices de-enqized, and then two om runs 
with the devices energized. 

(2) ltJ0 SSE mns with the devices energized, and then one SSE run with 
the devices de-eneryized. 

Figures 2.10 and 2.11 show a caparison of the TRS and the bucket 
response spectrum at the Size 5 starter in the X- and Y-direct ion 
during the X-Y axes runs. Similarly, Figs. 2.12 to 2.13 show the 
spectrum comparison in the Z- and Y4irection during the Z-Y axes 
runs. Comparing Figs. 2.10 to 2.13 to the corresponding spectra 
previously shown in Figs. 2.6 to 2.9 suggests that the addition of the 
seismic brackets to the budcets did not materially change the dynamic 
characteristics of the bucket response except at the very high 
frequency range for w h i c h  the structural modification appeared to 
produce samewhat higher response. Both series of tests indicated that 
the Size 5 starter significantly amplified the high frequency contents 
of the test table motions in all three axes. 
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T h e  Size 2 to 5 starters and the two feeder breakers were then renroved 
frum the vertical column. Three Size 1 reversing controllers, used 
for m t o w t e d  valves, were  munted to the vertical column and the 
tests continued. 
nm7 monitored. In both the x-Y and z-Y axes runs, the sequence was as 
follclws: 

The bucket response of one of the Size 1 starters w a s  

(1) lhree OBE runs with the devices de-energized. 

(2) one oBE run, energiz- a l l  lIforwardll contactors, and then another 
OBE run, energizing all ~treve.rselt contactors. 

(3)  ne oBE run, energizing the Veverset1 contactors, and then another 
SSE run with the devices de-energized. 

(4) One SSE run, energizing both the Irforwardll and llreverse'l contac- 
tom three times each to sinnilate operating conditions. 

Figures 2.14 to 2.17 show the 3% damping TRS and the Spectrum for the 
bucket response motion on the Size 1 controller for the third SSE level 
run in bath the X-Y and 2-Y axes [ 8 ] .  
seen that the Size 1 controller responded like a rigid body in both 
the vertical and horizontal directions, except for certain amplifica- 
tion at the high frequency range (exceeding 30 Hz) in the horizontal 
response- 

Fram these figures it can be 

No chattering was observed during the tests of the MCC with the three 
Size 1 controllers. 
the t w o  feeder breakers, a few anmalies were observed but were 
determined not to affect the safety function of the equipnent for the 
follming reasons [3,7]: 

For runs including the Size 2 to 5 controllers and 

Ixrring the first X-Y axes SSE run, one normally-open (NO) and one 
NC auxiliary contact on the Size 4 controller chattered at the 
2 msec threshold. Circuit analysis determined that the auxiliary 
contacts are used only for control room indicator lights and the 
chatter could at most result in mmnentary flickering of these 
lights. Mamentary actuation of indicatiq lights during a seismic 
shaking, with the contacts and indicating lights returning to 
proper status on cessation of the seismic motion, was judged to 
have no unacceptable impact on plant safety. 

Ixlring the second X-Y axes SSE run, one NC contact chattered with 
the Size 2 reversing controller de-enexyized. The effect of this 
chatter has been analyzed and determined to present no degradation 
of any safety function. 
all safeguards initiation signals are sealed-in until mually 
reset. Therefore, if the NC contact chattered and manentarily 
caused a motor-opemted valve to stop for a small fraction of a 
second, it would immediately resume travel as directed by the 
safeguards initiation signal. 

The reason for this conclusion is that 
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The above analyses confirmed that the MCX column perfomed its required 
safety function during the retests although two anamalies were 
detected. 

Frcan the previous discuss ions of the test results we can qualitatively 
summarize the seismic response dmmcteristics of the Mcc vertical 
column as follaws: 

0 The structural frame of the MCC column is essentially rigid, with 
the vertical natural frequency substantially exceeding 50 Hz and 
the horizontal natural frequency exceeding 30 Hz. 

The dynamic characteristics of the structural frame is about the 
same in both horizontal directions due to the square plan 
diTlbension and the two-dunens ' io& bracing at the top of the 
vertical column. 

0 Based on the bucket respollse spectnm, the draw-out unit with 
Size 1 starter exhibited essentially rigid behavior in both the 
vertical and horizontal axes, with same amplification of the 
horizontal motion for frequencies e.x- 30 Hz. 
Unit with the Size 5 starter had a fundamental frequency of about 
12 and 9 Hz in the F-B (X-) and S-S (Z-) axes, respectively, and a 
fundamental frequency exceeding 50 Hz in the vertical axis. 
any case, significant amplification of the high frequency motion 
w a s  observed in all three axes. 

The draw-out 

In 

0 The bucket response characteristics are essentially linear with 
the level of the test table ZPA, up to at least about 1.7g in the 
horizontal direction. 

2.6 S d d C  capab ility 

Based on the test results discussed previously, we estimated the 
minimum seismic capability of the rn column as follcrws: 

- A base motion ZPA equal to l.lg because the vertical fie- 
quency of the M(X column ex& at least 50 Hz and the Mcc 
may be practically considered to be rigid in the vertical 
direction. 
the Mcc both with and without adding the seismic clips to 
the draw-out units,  based on the abservation that this 
structural mdification only enhar#=ed the seisnic 
perfommce of the devioes for vibrations in the F-B (X-) 
direction. The fact that no relay chattering w a s  ever 
detectal in anyone run in the Z-Y axes, whether or not the 
seismic clips were added, further confirms the validity of 
the previous conclusion. 

This base mution ZPA capability is applicable to 
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V - A response spectrum for the base motion that has a ZPA of 
1.7g, because the devices may have a horizontal frequency as 
law as 9 to 12 Hz. 
trum for a 3% damping is shuwn in Fig. 2.18. It npresents 
the idealized mean TRS based on the upper and lmer bound 
'IPS envelopes for all the SSE level qualification tests, as 
sham in Fig. 2.19. 
1.7g is for the MCC with the addition of the seismic clips. 

(pk)min 
The idealized minimum capability spec- 

This minimum horizontal ZPA capacity of 

For the cannercia1 standard MCC vertical column, i.e. with- 
out the addition of the seismic clips to the draw-out units, 
the minimum horizontal seismic capability m y  be inferred 
fram the results of the initial tests. 
tests in the X-Y axes, excessive F-B movements of the draw- 
out units and chattering of the NC contactors were noted in 
the SSE runs, but no chattering was ever detected in the OBE 
runs except for the Size 5 controller with the defective 
spring. Thus we judge that the minimum horizontal base ZPA 
capability of the Mcc column would lie between the OBE and 
the SSE test table ZPA, i.e. between 1.2g and 1.7g. 
estimate the minimum ZPA capability we will assume that the 
SSE test ZPA of 1.7g corresponds to a 50% probability of 
failure at a 95% confidence l i m i t .  With mrdm variability 
assumed to be pr = 0.09 (based on the observations discussed 
in section 1.5), we back calculate the ZPA corresponding to 
a 5% probability of failure at the same 95% confidence limit 
to be 1.4g. 
capability for the carmnercial standard MCC vertical column. 
The minimum capability spectrum associated with the 1.4g ZPA 
is equal to 1.4/1.7 = 0.85 times the horizontal capability 
spectnm for the structurally modified MCC column that is 
sham in Fig. 2.18. 

ming the initial 

To 

This is our estimated minimum horizontal ZPA 

estimate the fragility of the Mcc vertical column, we use the same 
assumptions previously adopted for the plant-specific fragility 
evaluation of the other Diablo Canyon plant electrical cmponents [2]. 
The only exception is that the fragility descriptor will be represented 
by both the ZPA and ASA of the base motion for the component where, as 
previausly mentioned in section 1, the ASA is the average spectrum 
acceleration for 2% damping and fmm 4 to 16 Hz. 
the axrent fragility evaluation are, thefore: 

The assaptions for 

(1) The base motion for the MCC may be adequately represented by 
either the ZPA or the ASA. 
damping, the ASA is determined by first averaging the 'IPS fram 4 
to 16 HZ and then increasing the average by a factor of 1.2. 
The factor 1.2 was suggested by BNL to account for the increase in 
average spectrum acceleration with damping decreashq fram 3% to 
2% (see Ref. 6). 

Since the TRS is associated with a 3% 
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The minimum seismic capability, expressed by either the ZPA or ASA 
of the base mation, is associated with a T[LaximLrm failure pmbabil- 
ity of 5% with a 95% confidemce. 
ASA. 

?his is the HcLeF base ZPA or 

The probability distribution of the fragility is log-normal and 
the associated mdeling uncertainty and m a n  variability is 
p = 0.18 and p = 0.09, respectively, for both the ZPA and ASA, 
dthoqh the MFiability for ASA is expcted to be higher than 
that for the ZPA. 

The horizontal ASA fragilities of both the cammercial standard and 
structurally modified motor control centers are praportional to 
the corresponding ZPA fragilities, with the same proportional 
factor. 

Consistent with these assumptions, our estimate of the median seismic 
capability and the pertinent variability is shm in Table 2.1, in 
which A and S denote the median ZPA and M A  fragility, respectively. 

Figures 2.20(a) and 2.20(b) show the horizontal seismic fragility for 
the m i a l  standard and structurdlly enhancd MCC columns, 
respectively, the fragility of the former being about 0.85 t b  that 
of the latter. 

The vertical seismic fragility is the same for both the camnemial 
standard and modified MCC columns, as shm in Fig. 2.21. 
the ASA to ZPA capacity is about 3.5 and 2.4 for the horizontal and 
vertical direction, respectively. 

The ratio of 

2.7 'son w i t h  MCC! Denonstration Tests 

In its phase I demonstration test program, L;LNL conducted a fragility 
evaluation for a three-column Westinghouse Fivestar motor control 
center [l] . The configuration of a Five-Star MCC vertical column is 
very similar to that of the Type W Mcc vertical column considered in 
the Diablo Canyon qualification tests. Various anchoring codtions 
were considered in the L?NL tests of the Fivestar M a ,  includbq the 
one in w h i c h  each vertical column was anchored at the base with 4 bolts 
and braced at the top. Relays of both the reed and armature types, 
f m  various manufacturers, and Westinghouse starters of Sizes 2 (both 
reversing and non-reversing), 3 and 4 were devices munted on the m. 
A total of 56 runs were performed, 43 of w h i c h  were biaxial randan 
motion test (vertical plus one horizontal axis). The shaker table 
ZPA's mnged fram about 0.9g to 2.5g, and in those biaxial tests the 
vertical TRS was essentially identical to the horizontal TRS. chatter 
of contacts was monitored Wing each test, and functional failure was 
defined at the first sign of a contact chattering. 
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The *braced coanmercial standard MCC of the Type W may be ampared to 
the tap-braced Five-Star MCC that was used in the L;LNL demonstration 
tests. 
control centers may be summarized in the following: 

The correlation in the seismic fragility between the two motor 

With the top bracing, no structural damage was ever observed 
during the demonstration tests of the Five-Star MCC and during the 
qualification tests of the Type W MCC while chatter of the 
contacts was detected in both series of tests. 
verified our judgmental ranking of the seismic failure modes for 
the m, namely, functional failure is the prevailing mode of 
seismic failure. 

?his reflllt 

Bath the qualification tests of the Type W MCC and the demonstra- 
tion tests of the Five-Star MCC consistently showed that the motor 
control Centers are more vulnerable to F-B motions than to S-S and 
vertical motions. Thus the horizontal seismic capacity of the MCC 
is guvemed by its capacity for F-B vibrations. 

The LCNL damnstration tests for the top-braced MCC were conducted 
at five levels of shaker table ZPA, i.e. 1.0, 1.3, 1.4, 1.8, ard  
2.lg. On the basis of the shaker table ZPA at which contact 
chatter w a s  detected, the horizontal (F-B) seismic capcities of 
the Size 2 to Size 4 starters may be ranked in the follawing 
descemhq ' order: (a) Size 3 starter: no contact chatter occurred 
at any of the five test table ZPA levels, (b) Size 4 starter: 
chatter of contact was detected at the shaker table ZPA of 1.8g 
and higher, (c) Size 2 starter: chatter occurred at a shaker table 
ZPA of 1.3g and higher. The same ranking applies to the Size 2 to 
Size 4 starters mounted on the mnmercial standard Type W MCC, 
bsed on results fmm the qualification tests. For the F-B tests, 
none of these starters experienced contact chattering during all 
O m  level runs (shaker table ZPA = 1.2g) and the first two SSE 
level runs (shaker table ZPA was only 1. lg and did not reach the 
full SSE level) : in the remaining four SSE level runs (shaker 
table ZPA = 1.7g), the Size 3 starters did not chatter, the Size 4 
starters experienced contact chattering during one run, and the 
Size 2 starters experienced contact chattering during three runs. 
Thus, as far as the Size 2 to 4 starters are concerned, the 
consistency in seismic performance between the two -braced 
camxcial standard motor control centers may be concluded as 
follaws: 

0 Ranking of the seismic capacity of the MCC-momted starter, in 
terms of the MCC base ZPA and in descending order, is Size 3, 
4, and 2. 

0 At a base ZPA of 1.8g and higher for the Five-Star MCC, both 
the Size 2 and 4 starters chat- while the Size 3 starters 
did not. The same performance was observed for the Size 2 to 
4 starters on the Type W MCC at a base ZPA of 1.7g. 
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(4) For the Five-Star Mcc, the results f m  the demonstration tests 
shmed that the ratio of the median to HCLPF seidc capacity is 
essentially the same for both the relays and starters, being about 
1.56 (see Table 5-1, F&f. 1) . 
corresponding ratio we adopted in the fragility evaluation of the 
Type W MCC, being about 1.56 based on the assumed variabilities of 
p = 0.18 p = 0.09. In other words, the demonstration test 
or the ~ c c  co- the reas~nableness of the median-to-~c~p~ 
capacity ratio we assumed for the Type W MCC. In addition, the 
demonstration tests established that the p derived from the test 
data was typically 2 to 3 times the p , d c h  confirmed the 
reas~nableness of the values of P, an3 pr we estimated for the 
Type W MCC. 

According to Item (3) above, test results for both the Five-Star 
and Type w Mcc consistently shuwd that Size 2 starters governed 
the mininun seismic capcity of the MCC. 
demonstration tests estimated the capacity of the MCC-mounted 
Size 2 starters, in terns of the local device ZPA, to be 2.5g and 
3.9g  for the HCLPF and median level, respectively. 
test data, an average amplification factor for ZPA from the Mcc 
base to the device locations m y  be taken to be 2.1. 
horizontal seismic capacity of the Fivestar MCC, in t e r m s  of ZPA 
at its base, may be deduced frcan the local device ZPA capacity of 
the Size 2 starters to be: 2.5g/2.1 = 1.2g for HCLPF capacity; and 
3.!3g/2.1 = 1.9g for median capacity. For the cxmumrcial standard 
Type W Mcc the coLzy?spondin9 base ZPA capacities w e r e  previously 
estimated to be 1.4g and 2.39, respectively, w h i c h  are 20% higher 
than those for the Five-Star Mcc estimated above. 
ancy is expect& because of the difference in the criteria for 
failure. For the Five-Star MCC, the f- sign of a conect 
chatter was defined as a functional failure w h m  for the Type W 
Mcc the chatter of a contact was not considered a functional 
failure if, through circuit analysis, the chatter did not inpair 
the required safety function of the contmlled load. These 
different bases for defining functional uufailuregl will be referred 
to as failure criteria (2) and (I), respectively, in subsequent 
discxlssions. That is, the more conservative failure criterion (2) 
was used in the fmgility study of the Five-Star MCC while failure 
criterion (1) has been consistently adopted in our fragility 
evaluation of the electria, CcBnpOnents installed in the Diablo 
myon Nuclear Plant. l&callL.that,the capacity for the cammercial 
standard ~ y p e  W MCC was estimated on 'the basis of-Eir,judgmntal 
assuq?tion that the 1.7g ZPA on the 'IPS corresporrds t0 'a-median 
capacity associated with the 95% confidence level. The seismic 
capacity would have been lower had we based our evaluation on 
failure criterion (2) and simply taken the 1.2g ZPA on the TRS for 
the OBE level qualification tests to be the HCLPF capacity, thus 
giving a 1.9g median capacity. lhis -le illustmtes that when 
the more consenriltive fail- criterion (2) was used as the 
evaluation basis the seismic capacity of the Type W MCC wmld be 
essentially equal to that of the Five-Star MCC based on the same 

This is consistent with the 

(5) 

Accordirrg to Ref. 1, the 

Based on the 

Thus the 

Sua a discrep- 
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failure criterion (2). 
seismic capacities of the two topbraced motor control centers are 
consistent with a& other, the difference being due to the use of 
a different criterion of functional failure. 

Thus, we conclude that the horizontal 

Table 2.2 fl;rmmarizes the cumparison of the horizontal seismic capaci- 
ties between the two top-braced MCC columns. For the Type W MCC, the 
fragilities based on both failure criteria are listed. Tfie capacity 
under failure criterion (1) w a s  presented in Section 2.6, and the 
capacity under failure criterion (2) was estimated in Item (5) above. 
The ASA capacity for failure criterion (2) was estimated assming the 
same ASA/ZPA capacity ratio as that for failure criterion (l), i.e. 3.5 
for the horizontal axis. 

a factor of 1.35 to account for the adjustment in ASA for damphq 
decreasing from 5% to 2% (see Ref. 6). 

For the Fivestar Mcc, the ASA capacity is 
equal to the average 5% wing TRS estimated from Ref. 1, increased bY 

The correlation in the dynamic response characteristics between the 
Five-Star and Type W motor control centers, each with top bracing, is 
discussed in the following: 

(1) According to Table 4-1 from Ref. 1, the resonance frequency of the 
top-braced Five-Star MCC w a s  about 12 Hz in the F-B axis, and it 
contained Size 2 to Size 4 starters. For the top-braced Type W 
m, w h i c h  contained Sizes 2 to 5 Starters, the F-B resonance 
frequency was about 11 to 12 Hz also. 

For the Type W MCC containing only the three Size 1 starters the 

the Size 1 starter is mu& lighter than the larger size starters. 
Fram the previous observations we conclude that the F-B resonance 
frequency of both t o p b r a d  mtor control centers would be around 
11 to 12 HZ wfien they contain starters of Size 2 or larger, and 
would be higher than 12 Hz when they contain fewer or only Size 1 
startess. 

F-B exceeded 30 Hz, which w a s  because 

A discxlssion for the correlation in the S-S resonance frequency is 
not feasible since Ref. 1 did not pruvide this information for the 
Five-Star Mcc. 
conclusion similar to that for the F-B axis is also reasonable for 
the S-S frequency. 

However ,  we believe, by judgments, that a 

the 1- reso~nce frequency for the draw-out units  
(i.e. the bucket fmque.ncy), it is not identifiable fram the test 
results for both top-braced motor control centers. 
observation is that the bucket frequency is very high, exceeding 
30 Hz. 

Our 

- 42) The LTNL denaonstration tests showed that the addition of the 
mounting screws to the draw-out units did not materially impraVe 
the seisnic perfonnance of the Mcc so far as contact chattering is 
a)-, nor modified the dynamic response of the MCC. For the 
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seisnic qualification test of the Type W E, the addition of the 
seismic clips to the draw-out units did not nnterially modify the 
dynamic response characteristics, either, although it meed the 
extent of contact chattering to to an acceptable limit. 
suggests that the ocaneme of chatter depends more on the 
intensity of motion than on the frequency response of the contact 
element. 

'Ibis 

2.8 Ccxmarl 'son w i t h  BNL Study of W C  Fracn lity 

Table 3.2 of Ref. 6 presentS the results of the BNL study of generic 
horizontal seismic fragility of motor control centers from five 
different mmfacturers that are coaranonly installed in nuclear plants. 
The fragility, apress& in both ZPA and ASA, is based on failure 
criterion (2), Le. - of contact chatter is defined as a 
failure. 'ha methods were used in the statistical analysis of the test 
data. mthod (1) is the method of lIbaments, and Method (2) is the 
method of maximum l i k e l i h d .  
not significantly different from ach other. 
Table 2.1 for canparison with the c o r r e s p o ~  seismic fragilities of 
the Type W Mcc. 

The two methods gave results that w e r e  
They are listed in 

The catprison is discussed in the follawing: 
* the variability, the BNL results suggest that our 

assm& value of p = 0.18 and p = 0.09 appears to be reasonable 
for the ZPA capaciVy but smewhaE underestimated for the ASA 
capacity. 
study is for one plant-specific MCC column only. 

two-- of the value we estimated for the Type w MCC under 
failure criteria (1) and (2), respectively. 
for the fragility study by BNL corresponded to failure 
criterion (2). Regarding the ASA capacity, the BNL result is 
about one-third and orehalf of the corresponding ASA capacity we 
estimated for the Type W MCC under failure criteria (1) and (2), 
respectively. -in, such difference in the estimated capacity is 
anticipated because our current study was for only one tmp-braced 

columns 
from several manufacturers. 

(1) 

!this, of course, is anticipated because our current 

(2) 
' the ZPA capacity, the BNL result is about omhalf and 

N o t e  that the basis 

Type W M a  column while the BNL study w a s  for fme&axhq * 

In summary, the outcame of the above catprison between the ENL generic 
horizontal fragility for f- mtor control centers and the 
plant-specific horizontal fragility for the top-braced Type W M C C  is 
anticipated. 
assumed in our evaluation of the Type W MCC is sanewhat lower than the 
corresponding result f m  the ENL study. To examine the sensitivity of 
the median capacity to the value of the variability, we m - a m p t d  the 
median capacity for the Type W MCC based on our previously estimated 
HcLeF horizontal capacity and on the variability from the BNL study. 
'Ihe results are shown in Table 2.3. The larger variability produced a 
median capacity that is higher than the corresponding one in Table 2.2, 

As previously discussed in Item (I), the variability we 
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whi& was based on p = 0.18 and p = 0.09. This is because the ratio 
of the median to t h e % c ~ ~  capcit$ is proportional- to the variability. 
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Table 2.1 Seismic fragility for the Westinghouse Type W motor 
control center (single column). 

standard commercial' 
Configuration 

Horizontal (9) 

vertical (SI3 

V 'V 

A S 

2.3 8.0 

1.7 4.1 

0.18 

0.09 

i V 
A 

2.6 9.1 

1.7 4.1 

0.18 

0.09 

Notes : 

1. Standard cammercial configuration, top brachq added. 

2. 

3 .  A = median capcity based on ZPA 

S = mediancapacitybasedonASA 

Seismic clips added to draw-out Units. 
V 

V 
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Table 2.2 Ccnnparison of horizontal seismic fragility for various 
mator control centers. 

Criterion (1) Criterion (2) Criterion (2) Failure 
criterion 

Top bracing? YeS YeS YeS YeS No 

seismic clips? YeS No No No No 

7 
Am (H-rgJ) 1.7 1.4 1.2 1.2 0.8 0.8 

& ( d a w l )  2.6 2.3 1.9 1.9 1.3 1.3 

2 

0.18 0.18 0.18 0.21 0.18 0.24 

0.09 0.09 0.09 0.06 0.10 0.09 

pu 
pr 

SOH (H-,g) 6.0 5.1 4.2 4.7 1.7 1.7 

'H (median,g) 9.1 8.0 6.4 7.4 2.9 3.1 

0.18 0.18 0.18 n/a 0.25 0.31 

0.09 0.09 0.09 n/a 0.06 0.06 

4 

4 

PU 
P, 

sOdAOH 
3.5 3.5 3.5 3.9 2.1 2.1 

3.5 3.5 3.5 3.9 2.2 2.4 

Notes: 

1. Criterion (1) : Contact chatter not considered as llfailurell if 
circuit analysis shclws that the safety function is not impaired. 

Criterion (2): Contact chatter is defined a failure. 

2. ZPA of the OBE level TRS taken to be the H W F  ZPA for failure 
criterion (2) . 

(continued on next page) 
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Table 2.2 (cont.) Camparison of horizontal seismic fragility for 
various motor control centers. 

Notes (cont.) : 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

MCC base ZPA fragility is the ZPA fragility at the starter 
maunting location divided by an esth ted  amplification 
factor of 2.1. 

Based on the same S to A ratio (3.5) as for failure criterion (1). 

Based on the averaged 5% damping Tils as increased by 1.35 to 
account for the adjustment f m m  5% to 2% damping ASA. 

Statistical analysis by methcd of mrsnentS (see Ref. 6) . 
Statistical analysis by method of maximum likelihooa (see Ref. 6) . 
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Table 2.3  Horizontal median capacity of Type W MCC reccIznpplted based 
on variability frwm study. 

(1) 

Seismic clips? YeS 

1 Failure Criterion 

Pu 0.18 0.24 0.18 0.24 0.18 0.24 

P, 0.10 0.09 0.10 0.09 0.10 0.09 

2.7  2.9 2.2 2.4 1 .9  2 . 1  

0.25 0.31 Pu 
0.06 0.06 Pr 

5.1 4 . 2  

0.25 0.31 0.25 0.31 

0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 

8.8 9.4 7 .2  7.7 

Notes: 

1. Criterion (1) : Contact chatter not considered as "failuret1 if 
circuit analysis shows that the safety function is not impaired. 

Criterion (2): contact chatter is defined a failure. 

2. A = fragility based on ZPA 

S = fragility based on AsA 
/ 3. Method (1): statistical analysis by method of maments 

Method (2) : statistical analysis by maximum likelihood method 
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\ 

Fig. 2.1. Plan view of the seismic clips for the MCC d n w - o u t  units. 
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T e s t  Machine 

F ron t  View (bl S i d e  View 

1 

a 

Fig.  2.2 Test setup for the MCC single vertical column, showing the 
mrunting of the cabinet and bucket response acceleromters. 
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Fig. 2.3(a) Front-to-back and vertical (X-Y) axes setup for initial 
test of MCC and fan cooler motor controller. 
to accelerameter location. 

Arraw pints 
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Fig. 2.3 (b) X-Y axes setup for retest of MCC including seismic 
clips. Top and bottam a r r ~  point t o  the locations 
of the seismic clips and the response accelercrmeters, 
respectively. 
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Fig. 2 .4  Side-*side and vertical (2-Y) axes setup for initial test 
of MCC and fan cooler motor controller. 
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Fig. 2.5 kcat ion of accelemmeters on Mcc front face. 
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Fig. 2.6 Front-to-back TRS and bucket response spectrum a t  Size  5 
starter during the sixth SSE initial test in the X-Y axes 
(3% damping, no seismic clips). 
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Fig. 2.7 V e r t i c a l  TRS and bucket response Spectrum a t  Size 5 starter 
during the sixth SSE initial test in the X-Y axes (3% damp 
ing, no seismic clips). 
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Fig. 2.8 Side-toside TELS and bucket response Spectrum at Size 5 
starter durhq the third SSE initial test in the Z-Y axes 
(3% aamphq) 
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Fig. 2.9 Vertical and bucket response spectrum at  Size 5 starter 
during the third SSE initial test in the Z-Y axes (3% 
damping) 
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Fig. 2.10 Front--back TFE an3 bucket response Spectrum a t  Size  5 
starter during the third SSE retest in the X-Y axes (3% 
damping, w i t h  seismic clips). Ccnrrpare w i t h  Fig. 2.6. 
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Fig. 2.11 V e r t i c a l  TRS and bucket response speckmn  at Size 5 starter 
during the third SSE retest in the X-Y axes (3% damping, 
w i t h  s e i d c  clips). Carpre w i t h  Fig. 2.7. 
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1 2 3 5 10 

FREQUENCY ( H z )  

Fig. 2.12 Side-to-side "E and bucket response Spectrum at Size 5 
starter during the third SSE retest in the Z-Y axes (3% 
damping, with seismic clips). Compare with Fig. 2.8. 
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Fig. 2.13 Vert ica l  TRS and bucket response SpeCtrm at Size 5 starter 
during the third SSE 
w i t h  seismic c l i p s ) .  

h the Z-Y axes (3% damping, 
ccarp?are w i t h  Fig.  2.9. 
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Fig. 2.14 Front-to-back TRS and bucket response spectrum at Size 1 
starter during the f i f th  SSE retest in the X-Y axes (3% 
damping). Note that Size 2 throulpl Size 5 Startess have 
been raw& fm the MO2. 
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Fig. 2.15 V e r t i c a l  TFS and bucket response Spectrum a t  Size  1 starter 
during the f i f th  SSE retest in the X-Y axes (3% damping). 
Note that Size  2 through Size  5 starters have been removed 
from the M E .  
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Fig.  2.16 S i d e - w i d e  TRS and bucket response s p e c h n n  at S i z e  1 
starter during the fifth SSE retest in the Z-Y axes (3% 
danping). 
been remcrJed f m  the E. 

Note that S i z e  2 through S i z e  5 Starters have 
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Fig.  2.17 V e r t i c a l  TRS and bucket response spectrum at S i z e  1 starter 
during the fifth SSE retest in the Z-Y axes (3% wing). 
Note that S i z e  2 through S i z e  5 starters have been removed 
fmm the ME. 
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FREQUENCY (Hz)  

Fig. 2.18 E!est-esthte m h h m n  seismic capability of MCC with 
seismic clips added, expressd as a 3% damping base motion 
response spectmm in the horizontal direction. 
the corresponding capacity spectrum for the cammercial 
standard Mcc is 0.85 t h  the spectmm shown. 

N o t e  that 
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Fig. 2.19 Upper- and lcxJer-bound TRS envelopes for the horizontal 
SSE tests (3% damp*). 
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Fig.  2.20(a) Horizontal seismic fragility curves for the ccamxcial 
standard Type W motor control center. 
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Fig. 2.20(b) Horizontal seismic fragility curves for the "ype W MCC 
with seismic clips added. 
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Fig. 2.21 V e r t i c a l  seismic fragility cumes for the Type W MCC w i t h  
and w i t h o u t  seismic clips. 
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3.1 

The fan cooler motor controller (FWC) is a twospeed circuit breaker 
type ccanbination motor controller. 
integral part of the v i ta l  load center h,the Diablo Canyon nuclear 
power plant as described in Section 10.3.25 of B f .  3.  
low-speed contacbrs are of NEMA Size 6 and Size 5, respectively. 
the plant the devices are mcIunted in full-height sections of the v i ta l  
load center. There are a total of five Controllers, two on Bus F, two 
on Bus G, and one on Bus H. 

T h e  amplete controller is an 

'Ihe high- and 
In 

3.2 safety Function 

The safety function of the controller is to control the flow of power 
to the reactor containment fan cooler motors. 
Injection Signal @IS), all fans are to run a t  low speed. 
upon the SIS, the FCMC should be able to switch a l l  operating fans from 
the high- to the low speed, and to start non-operating fans to run a t  
low speed as w e l l .  To achieve such required function during and after 
an earthquake, the circuit breaker must be capable of remaining closed, 
the low-speed contmller rrrust be capable of closing and staying closed 
for 15 to 25 seconds af ter  receiving the SIS, and the t h - d e l a y  relay 
must be capable of picking up and t i m i n g  out. 

Upon receiving a Safety 
That is, 

3.3 Seismic Failure Modes 

In accordance w i t h  the dynamic test qualification data shawn in  
Refs. 3 ,  7 ,  and 8 ,  the devices w e r e  typically rigidly mounted on the 
rigid supporting steel frame during the tests to simulate the in-plant 
mounting a t  the v i ta l  load center, and the structural failure mode is 
less likely than the functional failure mode during earthquakes. o ~ r  
ranking of the seismic failure modes is as follaws: 

(1) Spurious chatter of the high- contactom (NEMA Size 6) while 
the fan cooler m o t o r s  are running at l o w  speed upon the init iation 
of the sIS. ~n inadvertent closing of the high-speed contactom 
while the mators are running on l o w  speed could damage the motor 
and hence caused a functional failure; this is the reason 
mechanical interlocks w e r e  installed on the controllers in order 
to enhance their seismic performance. 

(2) Inactvertent opening of the circuit breaker during and af ter  the 
earthquakes- 

&dvertat  opening of the low-speed - controller after receiving an 
SIS . 
Failure of h e , t M e l a y  relay in pi- up and timing out. 

S t r u c t u r a l  failure in the device or in its mounting. 

. 
(3) -.. 

(4) 

(5) 
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3.4 Edodifications to lhuxuve Seismic Performance 

According to the test results, contact chatter was observed only in the 

f m  Unit 1. 
mechanical interlocks have been installed on all Unit 1 and Unit 2 fan 
cooler mator controllers. 
occurrence of any inadvertent closing of the high-speed contacton when 
the fan cooler motors are running at low speed after receiving the 
SIS. 
controllers. 

controller fram Unit 2 because it is mecham 'cally different f m  that 
To assure Uniform operating characteristics, however, 

?his -t llbeasuzre would prevent the 

No other enham=ement has been applied to the fan cooler mator 

3.5 Seismic oual if ication 

TWO fan cooler motor controllers, one each fram Units 1 and 2, were 
mounted on the same test fixture for concurrent dynamic test qualifica- 
tion. The initial series of tests 
were conduct& concurrently with the Type W single column on one 
cammon shaker table, as shown previously in Figs. 2.3 and 2.4. This 
was done for testing convenience and w a s  believed not to affect any 
conclusion about the performance of the M E  or the fan cooler mtor 
controller. r ~ l r i n g  the initial series of tests, two pairs of 
accelermem, one horizontal and one vertical sensor in each pair, 
were used to recod the dynamic response of the controllers. 
were conducted at both the OBE and SSE levels. 
series of tests, only the SSE runs were made because enough OBE runs 
had already been made during the initial tests and no functional or 
structural anomlies were ever observed. In addition, two pairs of 
accekrometers were mounted on each of the Unit 1 and 2 fan cooler 
controllers this time, giving a total of four response readouts rather 
than only two as was the case in the initial tests. 
series of tests were equally representative of the qualification 
testing while giving mre response readouts, they were taken as the 
basis for our fragility evaluation. 

TWO series of tests were conducted. 

m e  tests 
Ixlring the second 

Because the second 

In the second series of tests, the fan cooler mtor controllers were 
tested concurrently with the auxiliary relay panel on the same shaker 
table. Again, this was done for convenience of the qualification 
test- and was believed not to affect the p e r f o m  of either the 
fan cooler mtor controllers or the auxiliary relay panel. 
table motions were biaxial, one axis in the front-to-back (X-) or 
side-to-side (Z-) M i o n  and the other in the vertical direction. 
Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show the front and back views, respectively, of the 
test setup for the second series of tests. 
mounted on the front face of one vertical frame, the Unit 1 controller 
on the back face of another vertical frame. The two steel frames were 
rigidly connected back-to-back with each other. 
fo& frcan two 4x4xl/4-inch vertical steel tubes that were about 

- 20 inches apart from wch other in the side-to-side plane and welded to 
steel U-channels at both the top and bottom. The bottom U-channels  
were rigidly attached to the shaker table, and the top of the square 
tubes was rigidly braced f m  the shaker table in the front-to-back 

m e  shaker 

The Unit 2 controller was 

Each steel frame was  
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(F-B) direction. 
angles w i t h  1/4-inch bolts, us- the in-service bolt holes, and the 
angles w e r e  then w e l d e d  to the vertical square tubes in the steel 
frame. 
plant. 

Eh& corrtroller was bolted to two 1-1/2 inch vertical 

'Ibis setup simulated the in-service mxlnting cordition in the 

The accelerameters for monitoring the device response wen= mxlnted a t  
Locations 1 and 2 on the unit 2 controller, and Locations 3 and 4 on 
the U n i t  controller. Figures 3.1 and 3.2 shaw the acceleroweters at 
Location 1 and Ucations 2 to 4, respectively. 
details are Shawn in Figs. 3.3 to 3.6. 

?he local maunting 

To monitor the operability of the fan amler  controller during and 
af ter  each test, a 440VAC, three-phase pmer source was connected to 
the b p t  of the breaker. 
breaker and starter IrFtt contacts, one phase 
%?I contacts, and the third phase for v i n g  the switches of the 
mechanically interlocked starters. 
s t q d m  transformers and monitored on a direct readout recorder. 
seismic tests were Conttucted w i t h  the ItFtt starter energized and the W 1  
starter deenerqized, and then w i t h  the states of both Starters 
reversed. 
the starten w e r e  connect& to a chatter detector and monitored for 
contact crhanges-of-state of duration two milliseconds or greater. 
Pmper operation of the various devi- weze also visually moni tored  
prior to and upon completion of each test. 
diagram for monitoring the operability of the controllers. 

One phase was connected in series w i t h  the 
series w i t h  the starter 

me outputs wen= connect& to GVAC 
The 

me nonnally-open (NO) and nonnally-clczsed (NC) Contacts of 

Figure 3.7 shcrws the wiring 

The controllers were subjected to four F-B and vertical runs a t  the SSE 
level, and then five runs a t  the ~~IIE SSE level in the side-b-side and 
vertical axes. The averaged shaker table ZPA, i.e. ZPA on the TRS, w a s  
about 1.79 for the horizontal motions and 1.49 for the vertical mtions 
for the SSE level runs. Figures 3.8 to 3.11 cc~npare the 3% damping TRS 
to the controller response spectra froan the faurth SSE run in the F-B 
and vertical (X-Y) axes. Similarly, Figs. 3.12  and 3.13 compare the 
TIE to the controller response spectra for the side-to-side -ions 
f m  the fif th SSE run in the side-mide and vertical (Z-Y) axes; the 
spectnm comparison for the vertical motions is omitted here because it 
is similar to that fm the SSE run i n  the X-Y axes. An examination of 
the spectyum comparison indicates that the resonance f q e n c y  in the 
F-B axis was about 13 Hz for the U n i t  1 and 2 Controllers. In the 
vertical axis, the resonance frequency may be identified as a t  about 
18 Hz, but w i t h  only a small amplification. 
controllers are effectively rigid as far as vertical seismic response 
is concerned. In the side-to-side axis, Figs .  3.12 and 3.13 irdcate 
that the resonanae frequency w a s  abaut 13 Hz for both aontrollers, 
w h i c h  was the same as the resonance frequency for both controllers in 
the F-B axis. In summary, the fan cooler controllers froan both U n i t s  1 
and 2 may be considered flexible for horizontal motions and essentially 
rigid for vertical motions. 

?his Suggests that the 
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For all four X-Y and five Z-Y runs at the SSE level, the devices 
c3xmgedstateoncanaMndas- ' during the tests. No chatter was 
observed on any of the energized contactas. Ihe timixq of the 
42X-261 lcrw-speed contactor auxiliary relays varied slightly, less 
than 5%, dur- the test runs fm the thing obtained before and after 
the test, and su& minor variation in the timing w a s  considered to have 
no adverse effect on the requmd ' safety function of the law-speed 
controller aperation. Chatter was, haever, observed on the deener- 
gized high-speed mntactor 42-2Gl/HIQI with the luw-speed contactor 
both eneqized and deenergized. Normally, spurious chatter of a motor 
controller contactor wmld not adve.rsely affect the connected motor or 
the contactor itself. wlt, in the case of the tw9-speed fan cooler 
e m ,  spurims chatter of the the high-speed contactor, while the 
matom a m  running on low speed, muld cause damage to the motors. 
thisreason,- 'CdL interlocks were installed on the fan cooler 
mator controllers in order to prevent the possibility of high-speed 
contactor closing when the motors are operated at luw speed. Although 
chatter was detected only on the Unit 2 controller, w h i c h  is mecham 'Ed- 
l y  different f m  the Unit 1 controller, interlocks were installed on 
all unit 1 and 2 fan cooler controllers to maintain uniform aperation 
features. 

For 

a ram the previous disc;.ussions of the test results, we can Summarize the 
seismic response characteristics of the fan cooler nrator controllers as 
follws: 

(1) 'Ihe cxmtrollers are flexible for horizontal vibrations, with 
a reso~nce frequency at about 13 Hz in the F-B axis. 
vertical axis, bath controllers are essentially rigid. 

In the 

Chatter was consistently detected on the high-speed contactor of 
Unit 2 corrtroller at deeneqized state with the luw-speed 
contactor both energized and deenergized. 
possible damage to the motors when running at low speed, 
mechanicdl interlocks were installed to the controllers from 
units 1 and 2. 
of the controllevs and hence no further qualification tests w e r e  
needed. 

In order to prevent 

m i s  was a positive inprovment to the operability 

3.6 8 e i d c  ility 

EQS& on the tests results discussed previously and the fact that the 
moving annatures all  move in m e  horizontal direction only, we judge 
that the fan cooler controllers are more sensitive to horizontal than 
to vertical input &ions at the base. 
that the controllers have a 50% chance of functional failure, with a 
95% confidence, for a coanmeycial standard fan cooler controller without 
thelntxham 'cal interlock ard subjected to the 1.7g ZPA horizontal base 
moticm. Withthemecharu 'cal interlock installed, we assume that the 
1.7g horizontal base ZPA becomes the horizontal HCLPF ZPA. On the 
other hand, we will assume that the vertical direction HcLPF base ZPA 
is 1.w for both the mnmercial standard and modified controllers. 

In addition, we will assume 
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Based on the above observations and asamptiom, we e s t i m a t e  the 
minimum seismic capabilities of the fan cooler motor controllers as 
follms: 

Because the fan cooler controllers have been shuwn by tests 
to be essentially rigid, their minimUm seismic capability 
can be sufficiently with a base mation ZPA of 
1.4g. This minimum base ZPA capability mlies to the 
controllers both with and without the installation of the 
mechanical interlocks because the modification was primarily 
needed for improving the seismic perfomance of the control- 
lers for horizontal vibrations. 

V - The minimnn seismic capability is different for the control- 

interlocks. 
seisnic capability may be expressed as a 3% damping response 
Spectrum of the base motion, as sham in Fig. 3.14. The 
base spectrcrm has a ZPA of 1.7g, w h i c h  correspo& to the 
HCLPF base ZPA we previously assumed for the controllers 
with the modification. 

With the modification, the minimum horizontal 

For controllers without the m2&am 'cal interlocks, the 
previous assumption that the 1.7g base ZPA correspomls to a 
probability of failure of 50% with a 95% confidence gives 
the HCLPF level to be appmximately 0.85 x 1.7g = 1.4g, 
assumhq a random variability of pr = 0.09. 
reasonable estimate because during all O m  runs conducted 
for the first series of qualification tests the average ZPA 
on the TRS was about 1.39 and chatter of the high-spe& 
contactor w a s  not detected. 
standard fan cooler controller, expressed in a response 
spectnrm, is therefore equal to 0.85 times the capacity 
spectmm for the modified controller as shm in Fig. 3.14. 

It is a 

The capacity for the ccanmen=ial 

The fragility evaluation for the fan cooler motor controller 
will be based on the same assumptions that were applied to 
the MCC, with both the ZPA and ASA representing the 
alternate fragility descriptor. The median ZPA and ASA 
capacities, A and S, respectively, are listed in Table 3.1. 

Figures 3.15 and 3.16, respectively, show the horizontal 
seismic fragility curves for the CCamTlercial standard and the 
modified fan cooler controllers. The vertical seismic fra- 
gility curves are the same for both, as shuwn in Fig. 3.17. 
The ratio of ASA to ZPA capacity is 3.5 for the horizontal 
fragility, which is the same as that for the Type W Mcc, and 
1.9 for the vertical fragility. 
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Table 3.1 -an seismic fragility of fan cooler mator controller 

S t a n d a r d ~ i a l  
configuration 

Structurally Modified 
( w i t h  mecham 'cal interlock) 

; V V J 
A S A 

Horizontal (9) 2.6 9.1 2.3 8.0 

V e r t i c a l  (9) 2.2 4.2 2.2 4.2 

0.18 0.18 

0.09 0.09 

pu 

4 

Nates: 

A = median capacity based on ZPA 

s = mediancapacitybasedonASA 

V 

V 
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Fig .  3.1 Setup for FCMC arrd auxiliary relay panel during second 
series of tests. 
Unit 2 at the back. 

me Unit 1 R3lc is at the front, that frcan 
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Fig. 3.2 REC view of setup for FYMC and auxiliary relay panel for 
second series of qualification tests. 
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Fig. 3.3 Acceleraetez Lacation 1 on Unit 2 FDIC. 
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Fig. 3.4 Accelercaneter Umtion 2 on U n i t  2 FCMC. 
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Fig. 3.5 Accelerometer Location 3 on Unit 1 F O E .  
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Fig .  3.6 Acoelerumeter kcat ion 4 on Unit 2 FCMC. 
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Fig. 3 .8  Front-to-back response spectra at Ucations 1 and 2 on the 
Unit 2 FCMC for the fourth SSE test in the X-Y axes (3% 
damping) 
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Fig. 3.9 Front-to-back response Spectra at m t i o n s  3 and 4 on 
the Unit 1 FCMC for the fourth SSE test in the X-Y axes 
(3% damF)ins>. 
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Fig. 3.10 vertical response spectra at mcations 1 and 2 on the unit 2 
FKMC for the fourth SSE test in the X-Y axes (3% danping). 
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Fig. 3.11 Vertical response Spectra a t  Locations 3 and 4 on the U n i t  1 
FcMc for the fourth SSE test in the X-Y axes (3% damping). 
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Fig. 3.12 Side--side response Spectra at Locations 1 and 2 on 
the Unit 2 FQMC for the fifth SSE test in the Z-Y axes 
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Fig. 3.13 Side-to-side response Spectra at Locations 3 and 4 on 
the Unit 1 FCMC for the fifth SSE test in the Z-Y axes 
(3% da;mPW)* 
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1.7g 

0 

Fig. 3.14 Best estimate minimum seismic capability of FCMC with mecbm- 
i d  interlocks installed, e x p m  as a 3% danping base 
&ion spectrum in the horizontal direction. 
capability q e c t r u m  for the cammercidl standard FCMC is 0.85 
t imes  the above spectrum. 

Note that the 
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Fig. 3.15 Horizontal seismic fragility curves for the camtuercial 
standard fan cooler mator wntroller. 
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Fig. 3.16 Horizontal seismic fragility curves for the structurally 
modified fan cooler motor controller. 
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Fig. 3.17 Vertical seismic fragility curves for the ccamuercial 
standard and structurally modified fan cooler mator 
controllers. 
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4.1 

The three local starters discussed in this section are in the auxiliary 
building at the Diablo Canyon plant and are locate3 near their respec- 
tive controlled loads. They are typically housed in cold-formed sheet 
m e t a l  enclosures that are attached to concrete walls with expansion 
anchors at its corners. The electrical devices haused in the local 
starters are ncmhlly the same (i.e. contact-opraated motor starters) 
as those housed in mtor control centers. 
huxever, the electrical devices whc6e functionability de- when 
curnponent lIfailurelf occurs are located much closer to the component 
mounting point. 
local motions amplified by a complex 'ate structure such as a 
motor control center cabinet. Consequently, given the fact that we 
reference fragility to the ZPA (or, alternatively, the ASA) at the 
camonent base, we expect local starters to exhibit higher fragility 
levels than the Mcc, even though the internal devices in ea& CCBnponent 
are nominally similar. 

Desffl Option of Ecauiranen t 

In the lccal starters, 

The devices in a local starter do not therefore see 

Local starters LPF36 and UF37 are ea& NEMA Size 1 disconnect switch 
combination mtor contmllers weighing approximately 75 pounds. 
is a Size 4 starter weighing about 120 pounds. Figures 4.1, 4.5 and 
4.8 shuw the setup for the qualification tests. 
in their function, construction and qualification testing, the three 
local starters will be considered s~taneously in the folluxing 
discussion. 

-6 

Because of similarity 

4.2 Safety - d o n  

The local starters must provide pe . r  to their controlled loads on 
demand. 
contacts must properly operate on d d  and remain at the CCBnmanded 
state during and after the &quakes. 

In order to accomplish this required function, the main power 

Arcan the d t s  of the qualification tests conducted for the MCC and 
fan cooler motor controllers, we observed that the starters mounted on 
these equipment never suffered any structural damage although chat- 
tering of contacts sometimes occ=urred. We therefore rank the seisnic 
failure modes for the local starters in the desazdmg ' order given 
belm. 

(1) Functional failure due to inadvertent change of state of the 
contactom. 

(2) Functional failure of the main power contacts to aperate on d d  
and remain at the amunanded state. 

(3) St ruc tu ra l  failure such that the local starter is disabled. 
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4.4 Modifications to Imrove Seismic performance 

No hpmements to any of the three local starters were needed because 
they al l  easily withstood the qualification tests at the SSE level 
without capdse of their rec;Iuired safety function. This was antici- 
pated because the local Starters, through the dim& rigid mxlnting to 
the shahr table, did not experience the amplification of the shaker 
table motion that the same devices did when mounted on the MCC during 
the qualification testing of the MCC. In other words, in temrs of the 
local in-cabinet ZPA, the devices were subjected to mations lower than 
those experienoed by the same devices mounted in the ~ y p e  W MCC during 
the front-to-back (F-B) test rull~. 

4.5 seismic chxal ification 

For the qualification tests, the local starters were bolted to a rigid 
test stand using 1/2-inch bolts to simulate the in-service conditions 
at the plant. 
table. 
local device response. 
device response acoelemneters for local starter -6. 
4.7 illustrate the corresponding setup for LPF37, and Figs. 4.8 to 4.9 
that for rpG66. Note that both the vertical response of WF37 and the 
horizontal and vertical responses of -6 were not monitored during 
the tests. 

The rigid test stand w a s  in turn welded to the shaker 
AccelerameterS were attached to the devices to monitor the 

Figures 4.1 to 4.4 show the test setup and 
Figures 4.5 to 

TO monitor the functional operability of the local starters during and 
after each run, each starter was connected to a 440 VAC one-phase power 
source. 
starter contml c W t ,  connecting the disconnect and starter contact 
in series, and visually monitoring proper operation prior to and upon 
completion of the test. ming the test the output of the disconmct 
and starter contacts were connect& to a GVAC stepdm transformer and 
recoded on a direct readout recorder. 
normally-closed (NC) auxiliary contacts were connected to a chatter 
detector set at a 2 msec threshold. 
diagram for monitoring the function of PF36, w h i c h  was typical for 
loml Starters LPF37 and UG66 as well. 
was comcted to assess the structural integrity of the cmpone.nts at 
the capletion each run. 

It was then functionally tested by apply% 440 VAC to the 

The normally-open (NO) and 

Figure 4.10 shows the wiring 

In addition, visual inspection 

The seismic tests were conducted in accordance with the guidelines of 
the 1975 edition of IEEE 344. 
motions in either the X-Y (F-B and vertical) or Z-Y (side-to-side and 
vertical) axis. Five OEE and three SSE runs were conducted in each 
axk, with the exception that five SSE runs were made for LPF36 in the 
Z-Y axis. rxlring bath the OBE: and 
SSE runs, no change of state of the contactor w a s  commanded. The sole 
exception was the last SSE run for PF36 in both the X-Y and Z-Y axes, 
during which the state was switched in order to assure proper operation 
of the device during a ccmnandd change of state. 

The test motions were biaxial randm 

Each run lasted about 30 seconds. 
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'Ihe SSE run for LPF36 was conducted in the following manner, Starting 
with the X-Y axis run: 

close disconnect switch. 

Run one SSE test with contactor de-eneqized. 

Run one SSE test with contactor energized. 

Run last SSE test, first energizing contactor abaut 10 seconds 
into the run and then de-energizing the contactor about 10 seconds 
latex. 

Rota te  the @pent 90 degrees on the shaker table, and repeat 
the abave steps. 

verify proper contactor operation before and after completing ach 
test. 

The ZPA of the test motion was about 2g in both the horizontal and 
vertical directions. 
device response spectrm for the first X-Y axes SSE run, and Figs. 4.13 
and 4.14 for the fifth Z-Y axes SSE run. 

Figs. 4.11 and 4.12 show the 3% damping TIE and 

The SSE runs for LPF37 and -6 were conducted in a similar manner. 
The differences were: (1) only three SSE runs were made in the Z-Y 
axes, and (2) state of contactor was not switched in the last SSE runs 
in both X-Y and Z-Y axes. 
damping TRS and device response s p e c h n n  from the third SSE runs in 
both axes, arid Fig. 4.17 shm the vertical TRS from the corresponding 
runs for -7. 
Spectrum was not available because it was not monitored. For the s a m  
reason, only the TRS was available for LpG66, as shown in Figs. 4.18 
and 4.19 for the second X-Y and thhd Z-Y SSE run, respectively. 
LPF37 and LpG66, the shaker table ZPA was about 2.Og and l.lg, respec- 
tively, in the horizontal and vertical axes for the SSE runs. 

Figs. 4.15 and 4.16 show the horizontal 3% 

As previously mentioned the vertical device response 

For 

Neither functional failure nor structural damage was detected in any of 
the qualification tests of the three local starters. 
mdification to the commercial standard local starters was necessary to 
meet the Hosgri qualification nxpbments. 

Consequently, no 

Because LpM6 and LPF37 each contain a Size 1 starter, we expeckd 
their dynamic response characteristics to be similar although their 
cabinet configurations are dissimilar. 
verified upon e x a m b h g  Figs. 4.11 to 4.17: 

This anticipated consistency is 

0 The starters appear llrigidll in the side-to-side and vertical direc- 
tions because no apparent resonance frequency belaw 33 Hz can be 
Obsewed. 
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0 ?he starters a- 

No direct deduction regardurg the dynamic characteristics of local 
starter -6 can be made in the absence of the device response 
spectmm. 
heavier than the Size 1 Starter, we judge that LpG66 is mre flexible 
than LPF36 and -7, particularly in the F-B axis. 

but not rigid, in the F-B axis, with 
the resonance frequency around 25 Hz. 

 roan the fact that it contains a Size 4 starter, which is 

4.6 Seismic catlab ility 

q h  minimum seismic capacity of the local starters is assumed to 
correspond to the envelope of the TRS for the various SSE runs. 

V - for LPF36 and PF37 ,  the minimum horizontal seismic capacity 
may be represented by the simplified base mtion spectrum 
sham in Fig. 4.20, with a ZPA of 2 . w .  For LpG66, the sarne 
m.hdmum horizontal seismic capacity may be assumed, as shown 
in Fig. 4.21. 

for LPF36 and LPF37, the minimum vertical capacity is taken 
to be the same as that shm in F i g .  4.20 for the horizontal 
direction. 
PF36 w a s  about the same in both horizontal and vertical 
directions. The mhhmm vertical capacity of -6 is taken 
to be the one shown in Fig. 4.21, having a ZPA of 1.1s. 

m i n  

L 

(pG)min 
- 

This is because the TRS for the SSE runs of 

The seismic fragility of the local starters is estimated on the basis 
of the following assmptions: 

(1) The fragility may be adequately represented by both the ZPA 
and ASA of the mtion at the base of the starter. 

(2) The HCLPF ZPA capacity corresponds to the ZPA of the Spectrum 
representing the m.hdmum seismic capacity of the equipnent, 
i.e., Figs. 4.20 and 4.21. Thus, the HCLPF capacity for Starters 
LPF36 and 37 becames 2.Og for both horizontal and vertical vibra- 
tions, and for LpG66, 2.Og and 1.1s for horizontal and vertical 
&ion, respectively. The corresponding HCLPF ASA capacity is 
8.Og for local starters LPF36 and WF37 h both horizontal and 
vertical directions, and for local starter LPX6 in the horizontal 
direction. 
LPX6 is 2.6g. 

The HCLPF vertical ASA capacity for local starter 

(3)  The probability distribution of the seismic capacity is log- 
normal. 
taken to be p = 0.18 andp = 0.09 for local starter LPF36 and 
WFW, which Ys consistent 6ith what was previously ass~med for 
other plant-specific electrical mnponents in the Diablo Canyon 
plant. 
bility, pr = 0.09, but an Uncertainty pu = 0.27, which is 50% 
higher than that assumed previously for all other plant-specific 

The associated uncertainty and randm variability is 

For local starter -6, we assume the same random varia- 
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electrical Ccaponents at the Diablo Canyon plant. Based on the 
HCWF horizontal ZPA capacity of 2.Og, the corresponding median 
ZPA capacity becoanes 3.6g when p = 0.27 is assumed. 
ZPA capacity, estimated on the &is of a ~ a q e r  uncertainty, is 
judged masonable in view of the amplified response that w a s  
experid by the E-mounted Size 4 starter during the LINL 
demnstration test and during the FG&E qualification test for the 
Type W MCC. For example, the median horizontal capacity for the 
Size 2 starter w a s  about 3.9g, in te.ms of the local base ZPA of 
the device, and the corresponding median capacity for the Size 4 
starter would, in our j-, eqgal or exceed 3.9g (see 
F&f. 1). N o t e  that the same reasoning is not applicable to local 
Starters WF36 and WF37 because Size 1 starters w e r e  not included 
in the LlNL demnstration test and the Size 1 starters included in 
the FG&E qualification test did not experience as mu& amplifica- 
tion as that experienced by the larger-size starters. 

?kis median 

Based on the above assumptions, the,estiqted ZPA and ASA median 
capacities for the local starters (A and S, respectively) are given in 
Table 4.1. 
local starters LPF36 and -7, Figs. 4.23 and 4.24 the equivalent 
information for local starter -6. 
for LPF36 and LPF37 in both the horizontal and vertical directions, and 
4.0 and 2.4 for -6 in the horizontal and vertical directions, respec- 
tively. 

Figure 4.22 shms the corresponding fragility cuwes for 

The ratio of ASA to ZPA is 4.0 
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Table 4.1 Median seismic fragility of local starters 

Horizontal (9) 

Vertical (9) 

v V 
A S 

3.1 12.4 

3.1 12.4 

0.18 

0.09 

g V 
A 

3.6 14.4 

2.0 4.8 

0.27 

0.09 

Notes: 

A = median capacity based on ZPA 

s = IllediancapacitybasedonASA 

V 

V 
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Fig .  4.1 Front-to-back ard vertical test setup for local starter 
LE"36. 
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Fig. 4.2 Side-tu-side and vertical test setup for local starter LPF36. 
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Fig .  4.3 Mounting of local starter LPF36 to test fixture and 
acceleromW mounted M cabinet door. 
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Fig. 4.4 Ucation of accelercaneter on local starter LPF36 with cabinet 
door remcnred. 
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Fig. 4.5 Test setup for lccal starter LPF’37, w i t h  a battery charges in 
the background. 
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accelerometer 

l o c a t i o n  ( i n s i d e  
t h e  c a b i n e t )  

I 21" --1 
Test specimen bolted t o  fixture 

Fig. 4.6 Mounting of local starter PF37 to test fixture and location 
of accelermeter (horizontal only).  
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Fig. 4.7 -tion of accelerumeter on local starter -7 shown w i t h  
cabinet door remaved. 
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Fig. 4.8 Test setup for local starter LE66 together w i t h  fan cooler 
Controller and Fisher controller. 
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Five mounting bolts 
Test s p e c i m e n  w i l l  be bolted to fixture. 

Fig. 4.9 Mounting of local starter LpG66 t0 test fixhrre. 
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Fig. 4.11 Front-*back TRS and device response spedrum for the first 
X-Y aXis SSE test of local starter LPF36 (3% damph~g). 
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Fig .  4.12 Vertical 'IPS and device response Spectnrm for the f i r s t  X-Y 
axis SSE test of local starter WF36 (3% damping). 
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Fig.  4.13 Side-to-side TRS and device response spectrm for the first 
Z-Y SSE teSt of local Starter LPF36 (3% wins). 
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Fig .  4.14 Vertical T H  and device response Spectrum for the fifth Z-Y 
axis SSE test of local starter LPF36 (3% damping). 
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Fig. 4.15 Front-to-back TRS an3 device response spectmm for the third 
X-Y axis SSE of local starter WF37 (3% wing). 
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Fig. 4.16 Side-to-side TRS and device response Spectrum for the third 
Z-Y A S  SSE test Of local Starter WF37 (3% damping). 
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Fig. 4.17 Vertical TRS arrd device response spectmm for the third X-Y 
axis SSE test of local starter WF’37 (3% damping). 
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Fig. 4.18 Horizontal TRS and device response Spectrum for the second 
X-Y and thin3 Z-Y axis SSE qualification tests for local 
starter LE66 (3% damping). 
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Fig. 4.19 Vertical T!RS for the second X-Y axis SSE qualification test 
for local starter LEG66 (3% damping). 
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Fig. 4.22 Horizontal and vertical seismic fragility curves for 
cammercid standard locdl starters LPF36 and m 7  
containing Size 1 starter. 
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Fig. 4.23 Horizontal seismic fragility curves for cam=rcial standard 
local starter LpG66 containing S i z e  4 Starter. 
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Fig. 4.24 Vertical seismic fragility curves for cammercial standard 
local starter LE66 Containing Size  4 starter. 
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To demnstrate haw qualification test data can be used to es t ima te  the 
ultimate seismic capacity of nuclear power plant equirlanent, we have 
assessed in detail variaus canpnents tested by the Pacific Gas & Elec-  
tric Campany (FG&E) for its Diablo Canyon nuclear power plant. As part 
of the phase I ccanponent mgility Resemzh program, we evaluated the 
seismic fragility of five canpnents: medium-voltage (4W) switchgear; 
safeguard relay boarcl; emergency light battery pack; potential trans- 
former; and station bat- and racks. 
evaluation (see Table 5.1) indicates that these Ccanponents, even in 
their standanl ccamnercial configurations or with relatively minor 
structural modifications, would rate as *'high capacityt8 according the 
guidelines established during cur F?xtse I CCBnponent prioritization 
effort [2], i.e. the median seismic capacity of each exceeds 2.w based 
on local ZPA at the component base. 

Our 11 continues this evaluation by assessing seismic qualifica- 
ion test data for three additional types of CcBnpOnents fmm the Diablo 
canyon nuclear power plant. These included the folluwing: (1) a 
single Westinghouse Type W motor control center column with top bracing 
added, (2) one fan cooler motor controller, and (3) two different sizes 
of local motor starters. 
Fhase 1 evaluation, the qualification tests were conttucted by pc;&E as 
part of its Hosgri seismic requalification program for the Diablo 
canyon plant. We selected these particular CcBnpOnents not only for 
safety significamse, but also because they repxesent different appli- 
cations and mounting configurations of naminally similar electrical 
devices, i.e. contact-operated motor starters. 

The results of the Fhase I 

As with the cOmpOnentS considered in our 

For each ampnent, we presented a brief description of the CCBnponent, 
its safety functions, nwxlnting codtion, potential seismic failure 
d e s ,  modifications (if any) to enhance seismic capacity, and 
qualification test methods and results. Based on the test methods and 
results, we empirically estimated the minimum seismic capacity as being 
equal to the highest seisnic level to w h i c h  the compo- w a s  subjected 
during the qualification tests. 
qualification tests was nut considered a functional failure if a 
c M t  analysis shuwed that the safety function of the controlled load 
was nut amprumised; this definition of t8failure88 we refer to as 
failure criterion (1) in our study. We represented the mininun seismic 
capability by an idealized version of the test response Spectnrm (TELS) 
at the component base, and then assumed that the ZPA of the mhhnun 
seismic capability represents the lWgh-amfid-, lm probability of 
failure88 (or *IHCLW8) seismic capacity; in statistical terns, we define 
the HcIgF capacity as that value of ZPA associated with a 5% probabfi- 
ity of fail- at a 95% confidm level. Assurmng ' that fragility can 
be represented by a log-mmal distribution having Landam and unaertain 
variabilities p ard p , respectively, we extrapolated the HCLPF 
capacity to in& a &an seismic capacity A similarly ba~ed on the 

M e t  chatter absenred during the 
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ZPA at the ccanponent base. 
Phase I evaluation. 

This was the same procedure applied in our 

In cur Phase I1 evaluation only, we also used another fragility descrip- 
tor, the average spectrdl acceleration (or developed by the 
Eirookhaven National Laboratory as part of its study of generic seismic 
fragilities for nuclear power plant electrical CcBnpOnents [6]. The 
ASA, defined as the average spectrdl acceleration of the applicable 
2% damping response spectrum for the frequency range from 4 to 
is a singleparameter attempt to account for the fact that, at least 
for relatively tlflexiblevf CcRnpOnents, the spectml acceleration is a 
more appropriate parameter on w h i c h  to base a fragility description. 
Consistent with the assunptions we applied to the estimate of the HCLPF 
ZPA based on failure criteria (1), the HCLPF ASA was established fmn 
the TRS representing the minimm seismic capability. =use the TRS 
in the qualification tests was associated with a 3% damping, the ASA 
derived fmm this TRS was im=reased by 1.2 (as suggested by BNL) to 
account for the adjustment between 3% and 2% damping spectra. 
median ASA capacity S was then derived from the HCLPF ASA capacity by 
assumhg the same variabilities as those for the ZPA capacity, usually or = 0.09 and p, = 0.18. 

Table 5.2 summarizes the seismic fragilities of the components consid- 
ered in the Phase I1 evaluation. 
curves are shuwn in Figs. 2.20 and 2.21 for the MCC, in Figs. 3.16 
and 3.17 for the fan cooler motor controller, and in Figs. 4.22 and 
4.23 for the local starters. 
fragilities of the Type W MCC with those for the Westinghouse Five-Star 
MCC (with top bracing) developed from the IUL demonstration tests, and 
with generic fragilities established by EPJL for free-standing motor 
control centers on the basis of qualification test and fragility test 
data. 
originally presentd in ternt= of the local base ZPA of the Size 2 
starters at the mounting locations. 
amplification factor of 2.1 from the base of MCC to the starter mount- 
ing locations, to convert the starter base ZPA capacity to the MCC base 
ZPA capacity. 
Fivestar Mcc by first detemhhg the ASA fmm the TRS and camputirq 
the ratio of the ASA to the ZPA of the TRS. 
determined by multiplyhq the Mcc base ZPA capacity by the ASA-to-ZPA 
ratio. ~ecause the fragilities from both the W and BNL study were 
originally based on a different failure criterion ("failure criter- 
ion @)I1, i.e. contact chatter, regardless of safety implication, 
represents functional failure) than that used in the pT;&E tests, 
Table 2.2 also includes cur estimate for the fragilities for the ~ y p e  w 
MCC based on the same failure criteria so as to facilitate more direct 
caparisons. M s  estimate w a s  facilitated by OBE-level qualification 
test data that presented in Refs. 3 and 7. 

The 

The corresponding seismic fragility 

We also compared the horizontal seismic 

This caparison is shuwn in Table 2.2. The IUL results were 

we estimated an average dynamic 

We then estimated the MCC base ASA capacity for the 

The ASA capacity was then 

TO study the effect of the larger variabilities from the BNL study on 
the median capacity, we mmputed the d a n  capacities of the ~ y p e  w 
MCC fram the HCLPF capacities using the generic variabilities as shown 
in Table 2.2. The results are presented in Table 2.3 w h i c h  shows that 
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the median ZPA capacities are about the same as thc6e estimated based 
on p = 0.09 and p = 0.18, but the median ASA capacities based on the 
g d i c  variabilitYes are somiwhat higher. 

Frcan the assessments presented previously in the report, we mahe the 
follawing observations: 

in prhiple, a "HCLPFvg approach can be used to infer ultimate 
capacity provided that sufficient informtion is available f m  
w h i c h  to estimate h m  various factors affect seismic perfonnance. 
These factors include not only specific hardware modifications 
made to enhance seismic p e r f o m ,  but also haw the CCBnponent 
is munted. 

based on the results of cur evaluation, each of these CcBnpOnents 
in its as-qualified configuration would rate as a "high capacityvv 
CCBnponent according to our prioritization guidelines, i.e. median 
capacity greater than 2g ZPA at the ccgnponent base. Note that the 
%s-qualifiedvv configuration includes the rigid munthg condition 
applied for all CcBlTpOnents in addition to modifications, if any, 
in the cmponent itself. 

all of the ccmpnents considered in this evaluation are standard 
coanmercial items (before modification, if any), suggesting a high 
degree of CammOMlity with similar equilanent installed in other 
plants. It is of interest to note further that the modifications 
to the Mcc and and to the fan cooler motor controller were done 
not to strengthen the agnponent structurally, but to inprove the 
functionability so that the cmponent would N i f y  for the Hc6gri 
seismic miteria. In their standard cogmnercial configurations, 
the estimated capcities for these cmponents is only abaut 15% 
luwex than with their respective modifications. 

when based on the same failure criterion, i.e. criterion (2), the 
horizontal capacities of the top-bra& Type W and the -braced 
Five-Sbr Mcc are consistent with one other. When ccanpared with 
the BNL results, the capacities of the W are higher than 
the generic MCC capacities even though the variabilities assumed 
in our study are smaller. l h i s  is expecbd because our study con- 
sidered only a plant-specific MCC an3 did not at- to address a 
broad (and potentially diverse) range of motor cbntml centers. 
Ihe agreement among our phase 11 evaluation, the 
the EPJL generic study is encouraging because a high degx'ee of 
consistency in the ZPA capacity and variabilities was akservd. 

tests, and 

Similar consistency in ASA capacities, hawever, is not immediately 
apparent. This is likely a result  of the large variability in the 
characteristics and shape of the test response spectra used in 
each individual study. 
tion is arguably a more masonable descriptor for the seismic 
fragility, the cumat definition of ASA (i.e. a simple average of 

It suggests that while SpeCtrdL accelera- 
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spectral response over a defined frequency range) might not be 
tatally adequate. 

0 with one exception (the medium-voltage swimear), d l  of the 
CcBnpOnents considered in both our Phase I and phase I1 evaluations 
were qualified in their standard commercial configurations or with 
only relatively minor modifications. This result suggests that 
the seismic capacity of like equipment in other plants could be 
m a r m y  impmvea, if necewaq, through similar modifications. 
Note for each CCBnponent that particular errp3haSi.s was placed on 
rigid mxlnthq conditions. 

0 a detailed evaluation of high-level qualification data can suggest 
component modifications that may significantly im=rease seismic 
capacity, or areas of emphasis in seismic margins reviews. 

However, it is also important to keep in mind that a %ottam-upfl assess- 
ment of seismic capacity (i.e. fragility level estimated from HCLPF 
capacity) as applied in this evaluation suggests that rnedian capacity 
inrreases w i t h  uncertainty, which is clearly non-cmsewative. -me- 
quently, extreme care u t  be exercised in selecting the uncertainty 
pammeters used to infer the llactuallt fragility level of a component. 
unfortunately, the information necessary to select these paranetas is 
often not available frm existing data, in w h i c h  case the HCLPF'4erived 
fragility descriptions have a high degree of inherent uncertainty. For 
certain high-capacity componnents, this uncertainty m y  be tolerable if 
only a ttlmer boundtf fragility (a HCLSF capacity, for example, or a 
95% fragility m e )  is needed for regulatory decision-making or is 
adequate for PRA applications. This may be true, for exarrqle, for the 
Piablo Canyon ccnnponents considered in this evaluation. In general, 
however, this uncertainty implies a %op-dmtt approach - estimating 
HCLPF capacities from measured fragility levels - is still preferable 
to assessing seismic performance when a detailed fragility description 
is desired, particularly for a law-capacity ccrmponent. 
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Table 5.1 Seismic fragilities of CcBnpOnents considered in Rmse I 
evaluation, expressed in tens of local ZPA at the 
ccPr(p0nent base. 

Modifications 

Wium-voltage 3.9g 3.9g 0.09 0.18 0 Stiffener plates added 
switchgear to frame structure 

0 potential transformer 
remxred f m  top 

0 Flexible joint inserted 
at entry of overhad 
bus duct 

0 Top brach-q added 

0 Rigid base mounting 

potential 4.2g 5.3g 0.09 0.18 0 Standard cammercial 
Transformer item 

0 Rigid base mounting 

Sfesuard 
Relay Board 

4.2g 5.3g 0.09 0.18 0 Standard ccrmmercial 
item 

0 Rigid base m o u n t k j  

4.2 5.3 0.09 0.18 0 Steel straps added 
arross battery tops; 
straps bolted to 
maunting shelf 

Balanceof -Plant 3.9 1.7 0.09 0.18 0 standard cammercial 
Batteries and 
Racks 

batteries 

0 Bracing a d  side rail 
shinrs added to rack 

V 
Notes: % = median seismic capacity, horizontal direction 

& = median seismic capacity, vertical direction 
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Table 5.2 Seismic fragilities of ccrmponents considered in phase I1 
evaluation, expressed in t e r m s  of local ZPA and ASA at 
the CCRnponent base. 

2.3g 1.79 8.Og 4.19 0.09 0.18 0 Top braces added in 
F-B direction 

2.6g 1.79 9.1s 4.lg 0.09 0.18 0 Top braces added in 
F-B direction 

0 Seismic clips added 
to draw-out units. 

2.3g 2.29 8.Og 4.29 0.09 0.18 0 Standard ccnmnercial 
item 

Fan oooles motor 
controller 

2.64 2.29 9.1s 4.29 0.09 0.18 0 Mechanical interlocks 
between high- and low- 
speed contacts 

Ucal starters 3.19 3.19 12.4g 12.4g 0.09 0.18 0 Standard cannercia1 
LPF36, LPF37 item 

Local S t a r t e r  3.64 2.Og 14.49 4.89 0.09 0.27 0 Standard cammercial 
LE66 item 

Notes: & = median seismic capacity, horizontal direction (ZPA) 

& = median seismic capacity, vertical direction (ZPA) 

4 = median seismic capacity, horizontal direction (ASA) 

% = 
v 

median seismic capacity, vertical direction (ASA) 
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